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Young Wild West and the Mexican Man~Trap
OR, ARIETIA IN THE ROBBER'S DEN
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Meeting with Red .J oe.
Young Wild West and his friends rode into the
mining camp called Tombstone just before- noon,
on a December day, a few years ago, when extensive mining in Arizona was practically in its infancy. At the time of which we write Tombstone was a noted place. Many declared that
~l!!rer·e was not a more wicked camp in the whole
region known as the Wild West. The dashing
boy hero, who was known as the Champion Deadshot of the West, and his two partners, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart, were not strangers here.
Neither were the girls who traveled with them on
their quests for excitement and adventure, or the
two Chinamen they employed as servants, either.
The fact was that the young deadshot and his
partne'rs were very well fixed in the way of an
income, since they owned and had shares in different gold and silver mines located in a State
and three Territories. This enabled them to go
and come when they pleased; they also had a
hobby to hunt up excitement and adventure, and,
at the same time, help all they could to pave the
way to civilization. As usua l, they stopped at the
best hotel in the place. While this was not saying a lot, the hotel was as much up to date as
tJl!).se to be found in the average town or mining
camp of the West. It was respectable, too, and as
the proprietor always gave his patrons a square
deal, there was seldom any fault to be found. The
first thing that Wild did after finding that accommodation s could be had for the party was to
ask the proprietor for the latest news.
"Plenty of news, I reckon, Young 1 Wild West,"
was the reply. "There's been three men shot
this week, two has disappeared, an' nobody knows
where they went; ther bank was robbed night before last an'--"
"By ji'ngo!" the young deadshot exclaimed, interrupting him. "There certainly has been something going on here. Who is the boss bad man
of the camp now, Mr. Somers?"
"That's putty hard to tell. There's a little dis~te about it, I reckon. But I s'pose if you git
right down to the point, Red Joe is about the
most dangerous feller we've got in Tombstone
jest now. He's a bad man through an' through,
an' is mighty proud of it."
"Don't know him. What's his last name?"

"Stanley, I believe. He's a brother to Jerry
Stanley, what keeps the Red Star gamblin' house.
It's the place what's got the finest glass windows
in it in the whole camp. Jest down the street and
across the way, you know."
"Oh, yes, I know that place. A new proprietor
there, eh?"
"That's rjght. Jerry Stanley bought the place
from the widder of the man what died with his
boots on while he was tryin' to run things his
own way about four months ago. Red Joe hangs
out there a lot."
"I see. I suppose he fo the fellow who did some
of the shooting lately."
"He shot two of the men I mentioned in the
past week. They pulled their guns on him, both
of :em, I believe, but they wasn't quick enough.
Red Joe is mighty soon with a gun."
The young deadshot smiled, and the landlord
shrugged his shoulders and added:
"I s'pose you're thinkin' of givin' him a call,
eh, Wild?" ·
"Oh, I don't know about that. The chances
are that someone will tell him who I am, and he
will be l ooking for me. It generally happens that
way, you know."
"I know it does. Well, you're putty well known
in Tombstone, an' it are a putty sure thing that
Red Joe an' his brother Jerry will both want to
se you as soon as. they kin."
"They won't have any trouble about seeing me,
if they come to look for me."
Then the boy turned to his two partners, who
were standing near, and with a nod of the head,
said:
/
"I reckon we had better go around to the rear
and see to it that our horses are well taken care
of. Hop and Wing a1·e there, of course, but there
is nothing like seeing to such things ourselves."
"Right you are, Wild," the scout answered, and
then the three passed on out by a rear door and
started for the big shed that was used principally
as a stable.
The "girls," as they were called, were Arietta
M~rdock, the golden~hair_ed sweetheart of Young
Wild West; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie,
and Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart. They
had gone into what was called the parlor of the
hotel to wait until the landlord's wife prepared a
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room for them. The two Chinamen :spoken of
were brothers named H op Wah and • Wing Wah.
The latter was t he ccok , while the other was simply what might be call ed a handy man. Really
it was not ni>cessar y to have two of them employed. But Hop had come fi r st, and he being a
natural-born humorist , as well as a very clever
magician, the fun and amusement he furnish ed
for them was more than enough t o make it worth
while to keep him in t heir employ. As the -three
were walking toward t he st able t he scout t ouched
the young dea dshot on the arm and said:
"Most likely we'll have a little fun here before
we go away, h, Wild ?"
"A little e citement, a nyhow," was the reply.
"Red Joe, eh?" and the scout shrugged his
shoulders and turned up his nose. "I've heard
that name a fore, but it ain'.t likely it's the same
feller, I know it a in't, for that ma tter , 'cause the
Red Joe I'm speakin' of got about nine bullets
through his carcass somethin' like two years ago.
It was up in the Rockies, too, in a little camp.
Most likely you remember it."
·
"I don't know as I do, Charlie. I wasn't there
at 'the. time."
.
"I wasn't, either, but a feller was tellin' us
about it, you know."
·
"Oh, that's it, eh? I seldom r emember stories
of that kind that are told to me."
"Hearing how a desperado got shot is scarcely
worth remembering," Jim spoke up.
"I know it," Charlie answered, turning to him.
"But when I heard the name of Red Joe mentioned I couldn't help rememberin' it."
Wild waited until he saw that the camping outfit and supplies they had were put under lo~k and
key in a neighboring shed, and then noddrng to
his partners, he said:
"Come on, boys, we'll go and see how the girls
are making out. Dinner will be ready pretty soon,
for it lacks but ten minutes to twelve."
"Im sixteen minutes past t welve," the scout
answered, as he looked at his watch. "But ·this
blamed thing has got a notion of runnin' mighty
fast lately. Are you sure you're right, Wild?"
"I am not more than two or three minutes out
of the way."
"All right. I'll set mine back a little, then."
When he had done this Charlie followed the two
boys to the ho~el: They went around to ~he 1;ight
side of the bmldrng, where there was quite a decent sort of veranda. A door from the parlor
opened upon this, and as ~hey w_ent in they were
just in time to see the girls gorng out with the
mistress of the house.
"Showin' 'em ;here they're to bunk for the
night, I s'pose," Charlie remarked, and then he
went straight across the room to the hall, and
opening a door, proceeded to the barroom.
Wild and Jim did not follow him, but sat down
to wait for the girls to return. Charlie was
about to go on back to the room where he had
left Wild and Jim when a tall, raw-boned man
with a shock of red hair and grizzly whiskers of
the same hue appeared in the doorway. The newcomer paid no attention to the scout whatever,
out fixed his gaze upon the Chinaman, who ~as
smiling blandly, the bottle and glass before him.
"Ruh!" exclaimed the fellow, and then his eyes
fell upon the proprietor. "What's this _I see? A
grinnin', pigtail, yaller heathen standm' at the

bar as if he owned the whole place.
I reckon
I'll have to chuck him out."
"Easy, ~oe," the boss spoke up, raising his
hand warnmgly, and at the same time glancing
at the scout.
. Naturally the newcomer's gaze turned that way.
"You don't mean that he might stop me if I
went to chuck the heathen out, do you, Ben?"
and he turned aga in to the pr opr ietor.
"I didn't say nothin' like t hat. But the China- rman come her e with Young Wild West an' his
p ards, an' I happen t o kn ow that he's a putty
decent heathen . He ain't like the general run of
'em, you know."
"Come here with Young Wild West an' his
pards, eh? I hea rd that t he kid what's called the
Champion Deadshot of the West was her e. That's
why I took a wa lk over. They sa y he's smart
on the shoot, an' that sorter got me curious to see
what he looked lik~. So this f eller is one of his
pards, then?"
"l'ni one of.Young Wild West's pards all right,"
Charlie answer ed, boldly s~pping towar d him. "I
reckon maybe you're the f eller they call Red Joe."
"You r eckon right, p ard. That's jest who I
am. I'm Red Joe, all right, an' I want everybody
to know it. Proud of the name, you see. I'm a
bad man, toq. N othin' in the way of bluff, but a
real bad man. See!"
Very quickly he whipped a gun from the hol:,ster at his side, and held the muzzle within an
inch or two of the scout's nose. But Charlie did
not show much in the way of surprise. He took
a sniff, and then turning his eyes upon the man's
face, said:
·
"Smells as if you didn't clean that gun out after
you shot it the last time. Take my advice an'
always clean a shootin'-iron after usin' it."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
Red Joe laughed as if he thought it a great
joke.
"You're a putty cool hand," he ventured, after
a pause.
"Co_ol ! There ain't nothin' cool .about me,"
Charlie declared. "I've got the name of bein' a
mighty hot-headed fellow. Young Wild West is
the one what's cool."
"Where is this Young Wild West?" and Red
Joe took a step backward and flourished his revolver in the air.
'
"Here I am," came from the door behind the
scout, and then the young deadshot· stepped in,
followed by Jim.
The desperado walked back to the bar, and putting his revolver back into the holster, he leaned
against it and• folded his arms across his chest.
There was ·a sneaking smile on his bewhiskered
face as he surveyed the young deadshot from
head to foot. After a rather lengthy silence,
which no one saw fit to break, he gave a nod of
approval and said: ·
"A mighty slick-lookin' kid, I must say. But it
· can't be possible that you're the Champion Deadshot of the West, kid."
"I didn't say I was, did I?"
"No, but others has told me; that is, if you're'
Young Wild West. Maybe you':re only a kid
what's tryin' to put up a bluff an' make people believe that you're more than what you are."
"I am not putting up a bluff', my friend. What
is your name?"
-
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"It's/ Red Joe, Wild," Charlie spoke up, before

the man could make a reply.

"Hold on, there, pard!" the bad man called out
sharply, at the same time laying his hand upon
his gun. "I don't like to have anyone answer
questions what's put to me. You jest keep &till
an' let me do the talkin' when I'm asked anything."
The young deadshot shot a warning glance at
Charlie, which meant for him to keep still. He
~w very well that Jim would not say a word,
so after looking at the belligerent bad man for a
few seconds in silence, he stepped up to him and
smilingly said:
"Do you think that was a difficult thing to do,
my friend?"
"What' do you mean by that?" Red Joe snorted.
"Why, anyone could knock a glass from a fellow's hand in that way. Nothing clever or smart
.ab~mt it, was there?"
"Ha ha ha!"
Red' Joe' leaned back and laughed boisterously.
"Say, Ben," he said, turning to the proprietor.
.,What do you think of this? Did you hear what
the kid was sayin'? I can't ketch on to what he
means."
"Most likely he'll make it plain to you afore he
gits.through with you," was the quick retort.
"Oh, he will, eh?" and then the man gripped his
revolver and showed he was ready to pull it and
b~n firing.
"Let's quit joking," Young Wild West suggestE:d, in his cool and easy way, the smile never
leaving his handsome face. "You knocked a glass
of liquor from the Chinaman's hand just for a
joke, of course."
"No, I didn't. It wasn't for no joke. If yolf'
don't know what it was done for, I'll tell you. I
wanted to see what you would say."
"Oh, that's it, eh? All right. I say that you
had better• pay for the broken glass and the
liquor it contained. Do it quickly, too, or somethmg win happen to you."

-CHAPTER IL-Wild Cows the Bad Man.
Young Wild West's hand was very close to the

but;..£>f one of his revolvers when he spoke to the
bad man, but he did not actually make a move fo

touch it. However, he ·w as watching the face of
Red Joe rather keenly, and there was no doubt
but that he intended to pull the gun if it became
necessary. A deathly silence came over the assemblage in the room. No doubt the proprietor
had expected Young Wild West to resent the
words and manner of the bad man before this.
Probably they thought he might use his gun. But
uch was not the case, though it was plain to
em all that the critical moment had arrived.
"Come," the young deadshot said, his eyes flashg, "you have heard what I said. Now what are
ou going to do about it?"
Red Joe was plainly puzzled as well as cowe<l
or the moment. He shot a glance about the
, but failed to get an inspiration from either
word or a sign.
· .
"The kid says I've got to pay for the glass I
roke, an' for the whisky what w11s in it, too," he
id, speaking rather slowly, and at the same
e making an ·effort to gather himself together,
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He hitched up his trousers, felt of his belt, and
then let his hand slip around until it grasped the
butt of the big gun he was ·carrying.
_
"Red Joe," the young dfladshot said, in his cool
and easy way, "you take your hand away from
that piece of hardware or I'll shoot you."
Yet the boy had not even grasped his own weapon. Red Joe saw this, but he hesitated just the
same.
,
"Come, Joe," the proprietor . said, somewhat
coaxingly, "the easiest way is the best. Settle for
the drink of liquor. I don't care nothin' about
the glass. You're a putty good customer, so
we'll let that part of it go."
"Hold on, landlord," Young Wild West spoke
up, without taking his eyes from the face of the
bad man, "I believe I said he was to pay for the
broken glass."
-.
''.Oh, all right, the•. Excuse me, Young Wild
West. ~ reckon you're sorter runnin' this here
piece of business."
.
Red Joe was nothing if not quite active. A
qui~k jerk and the revolver came from the holster. But before it could be moved in range with
the boy who stood before him there was a sharp
report and the weapon dropped from his hand,
while a startled cry came from the villain's lips.
Just how it was done few in the room could have
explained. But somehow the young deadshot's
revolver leaped from the holster like a flash of
lightning, and the instant it did so the report followed. The fact was that Wild, being ready to do
the trick, had fired from the hip, taking the
chances of either hitting the revolver in the man's
hand or breaking his arm. Luckily for Red Joe,
the bullet had struck the cylinder of the revolver,
and glancing upward found a lodgment in the
ceiling. But the sudden force of the contact
caused the weapon to drop from his hand, and no
doubt he felt quite a sting in his fingers. Anyhow,
the ·weapon now lay upon the floor, while the
boss bad man,, as he probably called himself, stood
stock still in his tracks, liis face the picture of
astonishment .
"I suppose you can call that pretty quick shooting, eh, gentlemen?" Wild said, as he looked
around smilingly at those present.
"Never seen an~thing like it in all my life!''
the boss exclaimed.
The entrance of Red Joe had been followed by
half a dozen men, who had evidently come there
for the purpose of witnessing something lively.
They had kep-t well back, probably fearing that
shots would be fired and they might be damaged
somewhat. But when the young deadshot had
fired so quickly they had been stricken dumb for
the moment. Now after Ben Somers, the boss of
the hotel, spoke, they broke into a cheer. This
was not altogether to the liking of the boss bad
man, who scowled fiercely at them. But probably
it restored him to his normal condition again.
He looked first at the boy before him, and then
his eyes dropped to the revolver which lay upon
the floor.
"How did you do that, Kid?" he ai;ked, speaking slowly and acting very much as if he was in
earnest.
"Try to pick up the gun, and I'll rihow you,"
was the reply.
·
"No, I reckon I won't. That was some quick
shootin', I will say. Shot right through the end
of the holster, 1 reckon."
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"No, hardly that," and the boy smiled.
"But you didn't have your hand on your gun
when I pulled mine."
"Maybe not, but I got it there in time."
"You must have. All right. You have got nie
dead to i;,ights, so there ain't nothin' for me to do
but to call it off. Good-mornin'. I'll see you
ag'in."
Then, without attempting to pick up the revolver, he strode for the door. Wild stood looking
at him, but made no move to stop him.
"Goin' to let him go like that, Wild?" the scout
asked excitedly.
"Yes, Charlie," was the reply. "Nothing could
be gained by holding him here. I reckon he knows
pretty well what sort of a fellow I am now, and
he will be mighty careful how he tackles me the
•
next time."
Then the boy stooped down, and picking up the
revolver he had shot from the bad man's hand, he
looked it over and, with a nod of satisfaction,
said:
"A pretty good gun. The chambers are all
loaded, too. I reckon the sneaking coyote meant
to put a bullet through me. But he didn't get
the chance. 1\11 take this over to his brother's
place a little later and give it to him. I certainly
don't want his gun."
At that moment a door opened from thehallway and the face of Arietta sh°"'.ed itself.
"Wild," she called out persuasively, "come on
into the sitting-room. We are waiting for you."
"All right, little girl," was the reply, and after
looking outside and seeing that the bad man had
crossed to the other side of the street and was
walking rapidly along, he turned to the girl an<l
promptly passed to the sitting-room with her.
Jim had been at the door with Arietta, and no
doubt both had witnessed about all that took
place, for the door happened to be ajar at the
·
time.
"I reckon you took the starch out of that fellow Wild," Dart remarked smilingly, as he sat
do~n to take it easy until the bell ra~ for dinner.
'f A little that way, I think," was the reply. "It
seems rather strange that the moment a blustering bad man hears of our arrival at a place he
has got to come and try to pick a row with us.
That fellow came here purposely for it. He i-dmitted it. I watched him sharply, and being
ready to shoot i~ a ~urry. I mar_iaged to. do ~t
nicely. But I did thmk that I- might brel:].k his
wrist, for I ce1-tainly had no time to take aim."
"Well if you had missed him he certainly
wouldn't have shot you, for both Arietta and myself had him covered."
"Is that so, Httle girl?" and the boy turned to
his sweetheart smilingly.
"Yes Wild," she answered earnestly. "We
pushed' the door open a little after you stel)ped
into the barroom, and we were ready to prevent
you from being killed by the scoundrel."
The young deadshot laughed lightly at this.
"That's all right," he declared. "But it happened that your services were not needed. However," and he became somewhat grave, "I thank
you for being in readiness. How are the rooms
7ou are to occupy?"
"One big room, Wild, for the three of us," the
sirl answered, as she looked at Anna and Eloise,
IJ

who were standing near, though neither had
spoken since Wild had come into the room.
"The same room we occupied when we were
here last," the scout's wife added. "And the
landlord says you, Charlie and Jim are to have
the same one you had the last time."
"That's all right, then. This is a pretty good'
sort of place, I reckon. Maybe we'll stay here for
three or four days. There is no telling just what
might happen to keep us busy. Tombstone gen- ""-"
erally is a lively place, but it seems that right
now it is more lively than usual. We have got
a band of robbers to look after, and then there
is Red Joe, the boss bad man, and his brother
who keeps the gambling saloon. They have got
to be attended to, of course."
"If you don't attend to them they will attend
to you, that's a pretty sure thing, Wild," Jim remarked. "The fact that Red Joe came here in
such a hurry after hearing of our arrival shows
plainly that he don't like us, or don't like you,
rather."
"Rather queer, too,, isn't it, Jim?" and the
young deadshot shook his head. "That fellow
never saw me before, but just because someone
has told him that I was the Champion Deadshot
of the West he has a desire to put an end to me.
Queer people in this world, I must say."
Then the boy laughed just as if it was nothing
more than a joke, and picking up a newspap
that lay upon the table, proceeded to look it over.
It was not long before the bell rang for dinner,
and then Cheyenne Charlie quickly appeared,
wiping his mouth with the sleeve of his shirt as
he did so.
"1Where is your handli:erchief, Charlie?" Anna
· asked, shaking her finger at him sharply.
"Here it is, gal," and he pulled it out from his
·
shirt front and promptly showed it.
"Why don't you use it when you want to wipe
your mouth?"
"Was I wipin' my mouth?" and he looked
around, a broad grin on his face.
"You surely was, and upon your sleeve, too.
But say, what were you wiping your mouth fol·,
anyhow?"
"Didn't know that I was doil\' it, gal. But maybe it was 'cause I jest had another drink. I had
two out there, you know."
"I think you're a hopeless case," and An:da
shook her head as if she was really disappointed
in him.
But Charlie knew better than this, so he
merely laugheg. and followed the rest as they
made their way to the dining-room. They found
there were but three guests there, all of them
apparently strangers in that part of the country.
They were somewhat reserved, too, and noticing
this Wild decided to be friendly.
"Strangers," he said, smiling encouragingly,
"you seem to be a little· out of your latitude. I
reckon you're not much acquainted in this part
of the country."
"Why, no," one of the three men answered.
"This is the first time either of. us has been west
of the Mississi_PJ?i. We came to ~ombstone to Jo~
after some mmmg property we have money i',, ::.
vested in, and I for one am sorry that we ever
came. We certainly had a tliril1ing experience
yesterday just before reaching the-' town." .
"Is that so?" and the boy looked · at him curi- .
ously. "What do you call a thrilling experience_.
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my . friend? But never mind. Wait a while: I
reckon I had better introduce myself and companions."
When he had done this the ·man, who seemed
to be spokesman, gave his name as John Withers
and those of his companions as Hepburn and
Riley. Then wjj;hout waiting to be told to go
ahead with his story, he added:
· "We were forced to travel by stage for a dis'-..~ nce of twenty miles. Everything went along
nicely . until we were within three miles of this
town. Then the stage suddenly came to a stop
and the next thing we knew half a dozen masked
men were peering through the windows at us,
while revolvers were pointed at our heads. · We
were robbed of all the money and jewelry we had,
but fortunately the money didn't amount to a
great deal, since we came prepared to do business
through drafts. But even if we didn't lose much
more than our watches and rings, it was an awful
experience."
"Quite enough to make us feel sorry for having come here," Hepburn spoke up.
"Yes, espeoially when we have found that the
property we invested our money in is almost
worthless," Riley added, with a shrug of - the
·
shoulders.
"Charlie," Wild said,- tu i·ning to the scout, "I
Kckon the landlord didn't tell us about this holdu1>, did he?"
"He said something about hold-ups bein' made,"
was the reply, "but he didn't tell us that he had
three men here what h ad been in one."
"The hotel-keeper informs us that such things
are quite frequent in and abou_t Tombstone,"
Withers remarked. "That is more than enough
to make us feel like getting away from here as
quickly as possible. We are going to leave here
tomorrow, too, for by that time we will have
turned our property into what cash we can get
for it and we will hasten back to Chicago."
"Gentlemen," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, "take my advice and don't
leave here until you have your money and valuables restored to you."
"What do you mean by that, Young Wild
West?" a:11.d Withers looked at hitn in surprise.
"I mean that I am going to undertake to run
&;,.vn this robber gang, as they call it, and if I
succeed in doing so I surely will be able to restore
to you what you lost in the hold-up yesterday."
"Why, from all accounts it is impossible to locate the robbers. They appear . when they are
least expected, and always manage to get away
·
without being followed."
"That's all right. We have made it a business, a
sort of side issue, you know, to look after such
fellows, and I reckon it won't take us a great ·
while to 1·un this gang to cover. Now you just
take it easy and don't leave Tombstone until you
have either got back what was stolen from you or
I tell you to."
Then the boy turned his attention to the good
things that were being placed upon the table by
The three tenderfoots held a short,a.:. waiter.
whispered conversation, and then Withers gave
.
a nod to the young deadshot and said:
"Young Wild West, there is something about
you that makes us feel that you mean what you
say. If you really think there is a chance of our
money and valuables being restored to us, we cer-
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tainly will remain a little longer. The fact is
that I value my watch, as it was a gift to me
from my wife last Christmas. I would really
hate to go back home without it."
. "We'll git your watch back for you, and don't
you forgit it!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed.
"When Young Wild West says he's goin' to do a
thing he al.ways does it. There's going to be a
hot old time in an' around Tombstone afore we
go away from here, an' you kin put it down as
comin' straight from me. I generally speak the
truth when 1 say anything, an' I sartinly am
speakin' it now."
CHAPTER III.-Red Joe Gets a Second Dose.
The three men from the East were much im •
pressed by what Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie said to them. They decided to remain at Tombstone for a whole week longer if H,
were necessary. They got quite at their ease before the meal was finished, and then ~s Wild and
his partners made their way to the barroom, they
followed them and informed the landlord of their
change of mind.
"How atiout this, Mr. Somers?" Wild asked. "I
reckon you must have forgotten to tell 'us that
three victims of the robbers were at your place."
. "I did forgit it, Young Wild West," was, the reply. "But there's been so much goin' on here
,that I s'pose that was the reason. I sorter
thought these gents was so sick of Tombstone
that they was goin' to git back right away. They
told me that much this mornin'."
"They have changed their minds, it seems. I
have promised to do my best to get back the
money and valuables that were stolen from them
when the hold-up was made yesterday."
"If it kin be done I'll bet you're the one as will
do it, Yoqng Wild West," and Somers nodded as
he luoked at the boy. admiringly.
John Withers and his two companions decided
to go and see about the final settlement of the
sale of their almost worthless property, and as
they were goi,ng outside, after Withers had
treated all hands to cigars, Cheyenne Charlie
touched the young deadshot on the arm and
whispered;
nGoin' over to the Red Star gamblin' saloon,
·
Wild?"
. '.'You are in a hurry to get into more trouble,
I see," was the smiling reply. "But since you.
tee! that way about it we'll take a walk over
there. We have already become acquainted with
Red Joe. Now we'll see what sort of a fellow his
brother is,''
They all went out together then, and parting
with the three Easterners right at the door of the
gambling saloon, Wild said:
"Now then, gentlemen, you have nothing to fear
here, ev~n if Tombstone is a wild sort' of a town.
All you need do is to strictly attend to your own
business and not pay attention to :what is said to
you."
"We know that much, thank you," ,vithcrs answe1·ed, with a smile. "We were told that very
thing before we even started to come to the
.
_
Southwest."
The young deadshot led the way into the saloon,
which was a gorgeous-looking pliice from the outside, since there were big plate-glass windows or--
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nainented with gold letters and a big red star.
The inside yVas of the very_common sort, A rather
long bar, much longer than is usually found in
the saloons of such places, was at the left, while
at the right was a counter that was covered with
green baize, with a roulette outfit at the !arther
end. Chairs were ranged along his which were
high· enough to permit players to sit and watch
the result as the wheel spun around. There was
not a person in tho/ room as the young deadshot
and his two partners entered. But a big door
tihat shut off anything that might be seen in a
rear room swung open quickly, and a burly looking man of middle age with closely cropped hair
and clean-!lhaven face came out. He paused and
took a look at the three strangers, and then with
a smile that seemed to be pitying, he said:
"What's wanted here?"
"Are you Jerry Stanley?" Wild asked, looking
at him keenly.
"No, I'm his head man, though. I reckon I'll •
do. Want to buy anything?"
"YOU can let us have some cigarsJ •
The man, who was as rough spoken as he
looked, went behind the bar and put out a box
of cigars. Wild and his pai-tners e~h took one
-anti put them in their pockets, for they had already lighted those they got at the hotel.
·
"Did you want to say anything to Jerry?" the
bartender asked, in a milder tone of voice, as he .
looked sharply at Wild.
"Oh, no; I merely inquired if he was here,
that's all. ls he in the back room?"
"No; he went away about twenty minutes ago.
Got out his black mare an' started for a ride
somewhere. I ain't s'posed to know where he
went, 'cause Jerry Stanley is a man what don't
tell his business to no one. But say, Red Joe,
which·is Jerry's brother, is in the back-room there
playin' cards."
The words ]1.ad scarcely left the bartender's
lips when a revolver cracked from the adjoming
room and if Wild had not taken a step forward
at that very instant the chances are it would
have been the end of him, for the bullet passed
exactly where his head had been and smashed a
bottle on the shelf at the end of the bar.
"I reckon that was Red Joe," th"e bartender
said, somewhat coolly, while a smile showed on
his face. "He must have been expectin' you,
Young Wild West."
But the young deadshot scarcely heard what
he said: With a leap he was at the door of the
room, a revolver in his hand. He was just in
time to see a man climbil)g out of a window at
the further end of the rather long apartment.
Crack! His revolver spoke sharply, and a yell
sounded as the form disappeared through the
window. Charlie and Jim pushed their way past
the young deadshot. Four men had risen from
a table upon which lay some cards, showing that
they had been engaged in a game with Red Joe,
for certainly he was not there now, and this
meant that he had been the individual who had
fired the shot aTh. then made a hasty exit by
means of the window.
"Easy, Charlie," the young deadshot cautioned,
in his cool and easy way, a'8 he saw the scout
advancing upon the four men, a revolver in his
hand. "Those !fellows had nothing to do with it,
I am sure."

"But I don't like the looks of 'em, Wild," the
scout retorted angrily.
"Never mind about that. Just keep cool."
Then Wild crossed the room to the window,
and stooping, picked up a piece of thick leather
from the floor. It was a portion of a boot-heel,
and the boy knew it, for he had aimed at one of
the man's heels as he was crawling out of the
window. He took a look outside, but there w~
a shed close at hand, and he knew that the ma:&~·
had had more than enough time to get behind it.
Walking over to where the four rascally looking
fellows were standing, he held up the piece of
leather and said:
"Gentlemen, I suppose you know what this is."
"I reckon it's a part of one of Red Joe's bootheels," one of them ventured, forcing a smile,
while at the same time he showed signs of being
very uneasy.
"You have got that just right. That's just
what it is. Now I want you to believe me when
I tell you that I shot at one of his heels. I might
have crippled him badly if I had wanted to. But
even though he took a shot at me while I was
standing in the other room, no doubt for the purpose of killing me, I wasn't mean enough to put
an end to him. I am going to wait a l:ttle later
before I do that."
·
The boy then tossed the piece of leather U~Jl
the table and coolly walked out into the front
room, where the bartender, who had come from
behind the bar, was standing the picture of
amazement.
"You didn't try to git him, then, Young Wild
West?" the latter said, ~ if he could hardly believe his senses.
"No, I didn't. You heard what I said just now,
I suppose."
"Yes, that's what's makin' me ask the question. But Pm glad you· didn't, 'cause Red Joe
is the boss's brother, an' I don't know jest how
Tombstone wquld git along without him. Goin' to
git him later, though I think I heard you say."
"Perhaps. But I never want to shoot a man
unless there is no way out of it. .Now then, since
Red Joe is a particular friend of yours, you just
tell him for me that the next time I see him I am
going to take a shot at his other heel. That will
be sufficient, I reckon."
r
"I'll tell him if you want me to."
"I do want you to tell him. Quite a place you
have got here," and the boy took a look at the
surroundings.
"This here_ is about the finest joint in Tombstone, I reckon," was the somewhat proud reply.
The four men now came from the back room.
One of them had the piece of boot-heel, and depositing it upon the bar, he nodded to the bartender and said:
·
"Maybe you had better keep· that an' give it to
Joe when he comes back."
"Do you think it's likely that he'll come back
very soon?" Wild asked, a smile on his lips.
"I don't know. If it was me I don't think it
would be very soon. But say, young feller, I
never seen a better shot made in all niy life ..... I
believe you when you say that you shot at one of
his heels. You sarti,nly put the bullet right
where you wanted it, didn't you?"
"He always does that, you measly coyote,"
snapped Cheyenne Charlie. "You don't think
Young Wild West ever wastes any lead, do you?"
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"So it's Young Wild West, eh?" and the. man of the Overland Stage Company.
Probably we
gave a violent start.
may pick up a little informatio n concerning this
"Didn't you know that?" the bartender sneered. gang of robbers
that seem to be working so suc"I knowed who the three of 'em was the minute cessfully in and about
Tombstone ."
I seen 'em when I come out of the back room."
"The off..ce is right down this way, ain't it,
"Well, by jingo! I never allowed that Young Wild?" Charlie asked as he pointed
down the
Wird West was nothin' but a kid. I thought the street.
'young' part of it was only his name. But he ain't
"Yes, only about a hundred yards from here.
nothin' but a boy, when you come to look at him · That little building with the white sign
is the
mighty sharp."
place."
"That's no fault of mine, my friend," Wild anThe main thoroughfa re of Tombstone at the
swered, laughingly. "If I live long enough per- time of which we write contained
saloons
haps I'll be a man. But I reckon I'm all right than anything else. Roads crossedmore
hei:e and
as I am. Now then, step uJr and have some- there; going in anything but regularitform,
and
thing."
small houses and shanties. were . to be seen all
The four men nodded and showed how pleased around. The smelting plant and ore crushers
they were to accept the invitation. The bartend- were just outside the town and in the direction
er went behind the bar and served them and then- the three were now ,valking. As they were nearWild tossed him a five-dollar gold pizce and told ing the office of the Overland Company a loud rehim he might keep .the change.
port sounded from a saloon they were passing,
"Thank you, thank you!" the bartender exclaim- and then out of the door bounded Hop Wah, the
ed, showing more surprise than ever.
clever Chinee. Hop had eaten his dinner at the
"Don't forget to give Red Joe that piece of his same time our friends had eaten theirs, only he
boot-heel, and tell him what I said.
had been compelled to sit at a fable in the kitchen
"You kin bet your life I won't. It sorter does with Wing, his brother. For reasons of his own
me good to have the chance. You see, Red Joe he had hurried the meal along, and had left the
is a regular terror here, an' you're the first one hotel a few minutes before Wild and his partners.
as ever clone a thing like that. Made him jump As luck would have it he made his way to this
out of the window, too. We11, that's mighty funny. particular saloon, an_d it seemed that he had come
,j:!ut," and he shook his head, ' 1! don't quite under- out in very much of a hufry, just in time to meet
stand how it was that he missed you when he Wild, Charlie and Jim as they were passing.
took that shot at you. Sartinly he had plenty of
"Hip hi!" he exclaimed, excitedly. "Lookee
outtee. Um bad Melican man come."
time to aim."
"I reckon that was clue to my good luck, which
The Chinaman had scarcely spoken when out
generally sticks to me. I happened to move just rushed Red Joe, a revolver in his hand. He raised
about that time. I took a step toward the bar the weapon to take a shot at the Chinaman, but
Wild was so close to him that it was an easy matthe very instant the -shot was fired."
"YOU are lucky, an' no mistake. I reckon I'll ter for him to push up Joe's arm, so the bullet
tell Red Joe somethin' else besides what you told went toward the sky, and the revolver dropped to
the floor.
me to tell him."
"What's the matter, Joe?" the boy asked, just
"What are you going to tell hi1,1 ?"
"That he had better not fool with you any as if nothing had happened a short time before.
Smoke was pouring from the door and windows,
more."
it was easy for the young deadshot and his
"Oh, that wouldn:t do any good if you were to so
tell him that," and the boy laughed lightly. l'He partners to understand that the clever Chinee had
is one of the sort of fellows who never stops until caused some sort of an explosion, probably by setting off one of the home-made fire-cracker s he alsomething stops him. A bullet, I mean. I hate ways
on his person. Half a dozen roughto do it, but I suppose I'll have to fix him be-' lookinghad
men were looking out of the door and ·one
Wne I leave Tombstone ."
the windows, but they did not venture .to come
The men in the place looked at each other and of
outside, probably because they knew it was Young
were very serious.
Wild West and his partners who were there.
"Jerry Stanley won't be back very soon, will Charlie and Jim
kept a sharp watch on them, for
he?" V,,ild asked, after a pause.
they knew very
that the young deadshot
"I couldn't rell for the life of me, Young Wild would take care ofwell
"Red Joe.
West," the bartender answered. "What I said
"You're a queer sort of bad man, I must say,
a little while ago is true. Jerry never lets any
one know what he's goin' to do, or where he's Red Joe," the boy said, in his cool and easy way,
and then he stooped and picked up the man's regoin'."
volver. "I forgot to bring your other gun to
"All right. I'll drop in this evening, then."
he went on, the vestige of a smile on his
"Any word you want to leave for Jerry?" you,"
handsome face. "I left it over at the hotel. This
"Oh, no. I merely wanted to get acquainted one
is just like it, too, I see. Is tt loaded?"
with him that's all."
He coolly went on to examine the chambers, and
The' bartender shook his head as if he could not finding that there were
cartridges in it and
quire understand what it all meant. Wild nodded . an empty shell, he gave a five
nod and continued:
t() Charlie and Jim, and then walked leisurely out
"One shot has
fired. I reckon that's the
c:f the place. He shot a quick glance up .and dowri one you let go at been
me in the gambling saloon bethe street, for he did not know but that Red Joe fore you jumped out of the window.
How about
might be waiting for him to try another shot. But your boot-heel, Joe?" ·
the bad man was nowhere to be seen.
The bad man moved uneasily then and turned
"Boys," the young deadshot said, nodding to his an imploring look toward the door
of the saloon.
partners, "I reckon we'll take a walk to the office
"I left a message at the gambling place for you,
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Red Joe," Wild said, -still smiling. "It was to the
effect that the next time I met you I was going to
shoot a piece from you1· other heel. Now then,
suppose you start to do a little dancing, and I'll
do it right now."
"You have got the drop on me ag'in, Young
Wild West," came from the villain's lips. "There
ain't no use in me tryin' to git out of it, but you
have got me dead to rights."
"Certainly there is no use in you trying to get
out of it. Now then, go ahead and dance."
After waiting two or three seconds, and seeing that the man was not going to obey the or·
der, Wild fired a shot, the bullet striking the
ground within an inch of his right foot.
That was quite enough.
Red Joe began to
dance the best he knew how.
Crack!
Wild fired another shot, and let the bullet come
very close to his feet.
He kept on firing until four shots had left
the gun.
"Now, then," he called out suddenly, "move your
feet as fast as you can. I am going to take off
a piece of that other heel."
It is difficult to tell whether or not the dancing bad man understood what he said.
But Wild meant it just the same. Crack! The
fifth shot was fired suddenly and off flew another
portion of the other boot-heel.
"That will do, Red Joe," the boy said, motioning for him to stop. "Here's your gun. Now,
then, go and load it up and wait for a chance to
shoot me. That's what you'll do, anyhow, so I
may as well· tell you to .do it."
The bad man took the gun in a mechanical
sort of way, and then Wild nodded for his two
partners to follow and walked leisurely past the
saloon. Hop Wah joined them.
CHAPTER IV.-Wild Gets A Little Information,
And then Meets Jerry Stanley.
The shooting in front of the saloon had draw]l.
quite a crowd, as might be supposed. But no one
chose to follow Young Wild West and his partners
as they continued on the way to the office of
the Overland Stage Company.
It was very common to hear shots fired in
Tombstone both day and night, so what excitement was caused by Wild's little demonstration
of his skill was confined to the saloon itself.
"Now then, boys," the young deadshot said,
as they reached the office they had headed for,
"we'll just see if we can find out something about
the gang of robbers. I'll do the talking, as usual,
Cha:r;lie."
"Right you are, Wild, I won't say a word," and
the scout grinned.
·
"Me no say somethling too, so be," Hop Wah
spoke up.
"Huh!" and Charlie turned to him in disgust.
"You was afraid to stay back there after what
happened, I s'pose. Thought Red Joe or some of
his gang "would clean-you up, maybe."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Um bad Melican man allee samee wantee killee me. Me gcr
into um saloon and askee for dlink of tangle•
foot. Len um bad man makee velly muchee
trouble. Me £indee lat me havee gittee outtee vel11' auch muchee quickee, so me shootee off um big-

gee fireclacker and len lun like anythling. Me
velly muchee· glad lat Misler Wild and Misler Jim
and you come 'long."
"You oughter be. Most likely, Red Joe would
have riddled you with his bulllets if Wild hadn't
stopped him."
'·Never Mindee, Misler Charlie. Me fixee Misler Led Joe, so be. You waitee. Me makee him
velly sickee bad Melican man. You bettee on lat."_
The scout grinned now, for he knew -very well
that the Chinaman was capable of doing it.
There was nothing cowardly about the heathen,
and the gift he possessed of doing the right thing
at the right time made him hard, to beat.
They had paused before the door of the office,
and just as Wild was about to enter a man wearing a white shirt with collar and tie appeared in
the doorway.
"How are you?" he asked, pleasantly, as he
gave a nod.
"Pretty well, I reckon," the young deadshot answered, in his cool and easy way. "Are you in
charge of the office here?"
"Yes. What can I do J.or you?"
"I'd like to have a little talk with you if you
don't mind."
"All right. Come right in. It's about as cool
inside as anywhere you can get about now."
Wild followed him into the building, and Charlie
and Jim walked in after him, Hop keeping closi!"at their heels.
The man in charge of the office looked somewhat annoyed when he saw the Chinaman ·enter,
but he said nothing.
There was no one there but him, and when
our friends had taken seat,;; he tQOk a box of cigars frl'lm a desk near at hand and passed it
around.
Hop got one, too, and smiling blandly, he said:
"Velly nicee cigar, so be. Me likee smokee velly
muchee."
"Your servant, I presume," the man said, nodding at Wild.
"Yes," was the reply. "I'll tell you who I am.
My name is Young Wild West, and these gentlemen are Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, generally known, as my partners. The Chinaman is
called Hop Wah."
"Ah! And the face o1 the agent lighted u"]i
instantly. "I know something about you. Young
Wild West, the Champion Deadshot of the West,
eh? Unt." and he nodded his head musingly. Probably I can tell you what you came here for,. since
I know something of your general inclinations,
from what I have heard."
"You might guess, if you were to try real hard,"
and the young deadshot smiled encouragingly.
"It is about the hold-ups, isn't it?"
"Yes. We would like to find out something
about this gang of robbers that seems to be operating along the trail as well as h.ere in Tombstone. "
"By Jove. Things begin to look brighter right
away. I 1·eally believe that you people can do
something- in this case. I tell you, Young Wild
West, things have got to be real desperate, and
if something isn't done pretty soon, I doubt if
Tombstone will continue to increase in population."
"Probably you can tell us something about the
robbers, so we can get just the least bit of a clew
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as to where they hang out when they're not working."
.
The agent walked over to the window at the
left and looked outside, showing that he feared
some one might ' be listening. Then he drew up
the chair close to Wild and said:
"I'll tell you everything I know. Just let your
partners keep an eye on the door and window~
I don't want anyone to overhear what we are
~lking about."
Charlie and Jim promptly took · the hint and
stationed themselves where they would be able to
see any one who might approach for the purpose
of listening to the conversation.
"From what I have been able to pick up by putting this anc;l that together," went on the agent,
"I am convinced that the robber gang is located
somewhere .along the trail within two or three
miles from this very spot. I am satisfied that
there are at least a dozen members of the gang,
and that most of them are all Mexicans who have
been chased over the border by the authorities.
Bandits, you might call them. But I hardly think
they are led by a Mexican. An American is in
eharge of the gang I am sure."
"What makes you think that?" asked Wild,
looking at him, sharply.
"From what one of the drivers told me, and
also from what I heard from the lips of a dying
1:1an, who had been shot fatally by one of the
robbers."
"I see. Go on,, please."
"The driver told me he caught a glimpse of the
face of the leader of the gang as his mask was
:pulled- aside momentarily, and that he is very sure
1t was not a Mexican."
"That's all _right. Quite likely he was correct."
"The dying man told me more than that. He
said the leader of the gang was a man engaged in
business right here in Tombstone. Before he
could tell any more he was ta.ken with a choking
fit and expired. Now then, that is some sort of
a clew, I suppose."
"You might call it that. But we are not detectives, so he will simply put it down that we
are quite sure that the leader of the gang is an
American, and that he is engaged in business in
Tombstone. But," and the young deadshot smiled
and shook his head, "there is nothing strange
~ut that. I have an idea that in all probability
all the members of the gang live part of the time
in Tombstone. How about the bad man they call
Red Joe?"
"You are not putting him in with the robber
gang, _are you?" and the agent gave a start.
"I didn't say so. But what sort of a fellow is
he, outside of the fact that he is a regular terror
and has the reputation of shooting a man now' and
then?"
"I don't know as I could tell yt>U anything more
than that. He is certainly a desperado, and the
place would be a whole lot better off if he was
exterminated.
"He has a brother who keeps the Red Star
gambling saloon, I understand.'
"Yes, his name is Jerry Stanley.''
"What sort of a man is he?'J
"He is a very shrewd fellow and has an eye
for business all the time. Jerry is making heaps
of money. He is a quiet sort of man, too. Never
fells you anything about his business. He rode
1:881. the office a short -time ago, He's got a way
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of taking horseback rides every day. Sometimes
he's gone for hours at a time. But that's his
hobby and a man with plenty of money can do
about as he pleases, especially in this section of
the country.''
·
Wild nodded.
,
"Well," said he, "by runnin' a gambling saloon
Stanley is nothing short of a robber himself, for
he certainly robs those who · play roulette and
faro in his place. But that's common all over,
and as long as a man is fool enough to invest
his money that way, I suppose it must be said
that the keeper of a gamb:t:ing house should be
permitted to go ahead and do business.''
"That's the way of it here, Young Wild West.''
"Oh, it's the same way all over, as far as I
have been able to learn. But to get back to the
gang of robbers. You don't know any more than
you have told me?"
"No, I can't say that I do.''
"You think that the gang_ has a hiding-place
within a couple of miles of Tombstone.'' ·
"Yes, I do.''
"Why do you think that w~'
"Because the stage-coach is always held up between here and a distance of two miles. They always appear on foot, too.''
"And that is what makes you.believe that their
hiding place must be close by, then'?''
"Yes, don't it look that way to you?"
"Somewhat. But there is no telling about it.
The fellows may have their horses hidden somewhere and appear on foot to do their hold-up
work.''
"I have thought of that, too. Of course I am
~ot sure about it. I was only telling you what I
thought myself.''
,,
"All right, Mr.--"
"Johnson is my name. I forgot to tell you."
"All right, Mr. Johnson. You can't give us any
further information, tben ?"
"No, not that I 'can think of right now.''
"Don't mention anything about this conversation, unless you happen to speak to the owners
of the stage line. Even if you do that, advise
them to keep quiet. ,, We are going to undertake
the task of corraling this gang of robbers. I
have promised three tenderfeet who are stopping
at the hotel that they shall have their money
and valuables returned to them. They were in
the hold-up that occurred yesterday.''
"Yes, I heard about them. We are very sorry
they came · from the East. Got disappointed in
some property they owned and then arranged to
sell it for mere nothing. Going away tomorrow,
I believe.''
" ~ they Iiave changed tl;eir minds about that.
They are gomg to stay until I recover what was
stolen from them.''
The agent looked surprised. But his face lighted up with admiration al~ost instantly.
"You're a wonder, Young Wild West," he declared, as he reached out and took the young deadshot's hand: "You go ahead and corral the robbers and you'll find quite a handsome reward
waiting for you. It hasn't been announced yet,
but I am satsfied it will be as much as a thousand dollars.''
"Is that so, Mr. Johnson? Well, it happens that
we are not in need of any money, though of course
if there is anything in the way of a reward coming, and we happen to win it, it will be no more
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than 1:tght if we take it. Now then, I reckon we'll
walk a little further out upon the trail and then
go back to the hotel. It might be that Red Joe
will be waiting for us to come back."
"You cleaned up Red Joe, didn't you? I heard
some of them talking abottt it. It happened in
the hotel, I believe."
"Oh, I didn't do much to him. Just made him
understand he didn't amount to a great deal. But
we had anotJocr little time with him before we
came here. Did you hear any shooting?"
"Yes, I heard several shots fired. But that's a
common thing, so I paid no attention to it. I was
busy with my books at the time."
"I was doing the shooting," the boy said, smilingly.
··And Red Joe was doing the dancing while the
shooting was goin' .--.n," Charlie spoke up, unable
to keep quiet any longer.
Johnson then insiste"d on knowing all about it,
so Charlie in his own way related just what had
happened, not forgetting to tell of the close shave
Wild had when the bad man fired at him from
the rear of the saloon.
A few minutes later our friends left the office. They went along the trail, which ran almost directly . to the north toward a small ruining camp and a government post some miles that
way. They w~re forced to ascend quite a hill,
and in less than five minutes they were well at the
outskirts of town.
From the top of the hill they had a good view
of Tombstone and its surroundings. It certainly
was not a beautiful place to look at, though there
was evidence of industry to be seen.
The furnaces were going on full time and the
black smoke that poured from the chimn~ys aJmost obscured the sunlight in places. The glittering sand lay all around and the rocks and
!bunches of cactus would have made a scene that
might have inspired the more than usual observer.
But it was very old to Young Wild West and
his partners, and certainly Hop Wah paid little
attention to it.
While the foui· were standing at the top of the
hill the clatter of hoofs sounded, and turning their
eyes northward they caught sight of three horsemen as they came around a bend in the trail.
There was nothing strange in seeing a party of
horsemen riding into Tombstone.
But there was something about one of them that
attracted the peculiar attention of the yo"ung deadl!hot.
He was a man wearing a silk shirt that was
pink in color, with a red handkerchief of the same
material knotted loosely about his throat.
On his head was a broad sombrero of the Mexican type, and his lower extremities were .encased in velvet trousers. The black horse he was
riding was a fine-looking beast indeed, and this
was one of the things that ·attracted the attention
of Wild.
The other two men were attired in the loose and
ungainly fashion common to horsemen in thatpart of the country, and were riding as if they
were used to the saddle. One of them was plainly
a Mexican, though he was not attired as such,
while the other was a hang-dog looking fell-0w
suggestive of the real villain.
The h-01·semen saw our friends almost at the
•me time they were seen themselves.
But they did not appear to think anything

strange ·of it, and rode on at a canter, only to
come to a halt at the top of the hill.
"Charlie," Wild whispered to the scout, who
was standing clcse to him, "l'l,l wager a silver
quarter to a five-dollar gold-piece that the fellow
on the black horse is Jerry Stanley."
"What makes you think so, Wild?" Charlie
asked, somewhat eagerly.
Before the young deadshot could make a reply the individual refened to called out, somewhat plea,sanpy:
.
'
"How are you, strangers?"
"Pretty fair, I reckon," Wild answered, in his
cool and easy way.
"I know you're strangers," the horseman wenton, smilingly, "because I never ·saw you before,
and I have been in Tombstone a few months. My
name is Jerry Stanley, and I'm the proprietor of
the Red Star Saloon. Like to have you drop in.
I've got about the finest place in these parts."
"Thank y c, ..1 for the invitation, Mr. Stanley.
We have already been in your place, but you happened to be out."
· "Ah! you seem to know where to go to look
for enjoyment, then."
"I 1·eckon so. We had 'quite an enjoyable time
in yoU1· saloon, I must say. I came very nearly
getting shot."
"Came near getting shot!" and Jerry Stanley
gave a start and looked at the boy keenly.
...,
"Yes, your brother undertook to pop me over
from a rear room."
The face of Stanley changed again.
"Say," he said. somewhat sharply, "are you
Young Wild West?"
., "That's just who r am."
"Oh, I understand it, then. Joe had some
trouble with you over at -the hotel."
"That's it," ,and the boy nodded laughingly.
"He had a little trouble with me at the hotel, and
he had more trouble at a saloon a little while ago.
I reckon, Mr. Stanley, you had better tell Red
Joe that if he values his life he will keep clear of
me. I ho~estly think that it will be my painful
duty to rid the earth of him if he don't look out."
"No bluffing, kid," Stanley said, somewhat
angrily. "I'm net the sort of man who likes to
listen to it. Come on, boys."
Then he urged his horse forward and rode on
. down the hill, the two rascally looking fellowsf'""
following.
"Come, boys," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, as he nodded to his partners,
"I reckon we'll walk on back to the hotel. We
have seen Jerry Stanley, the brother of Red Joe,
and I reckon I have made up my mind just what
sort cf a fellow he is. Now then, we'll take a
little rest, and later on WX?'l! ride out for a couple
of miles and try and locate the !"Obbers' den.
They made· their way back to the hotel without
seeing or hearing anything of Red Joe.

CHAPTER V.-The Mexican Road-House.
;..

The g_irls were watching for them, and the moment the young deadshot and his companions
reached the porch of the hotel, Arietta ran t-0
meet them.
"I suppose you had a lively time of it, Wild,"
she said, sniilingly. "We heard some shooting
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someth ing like fifteen minutes ago, and we judged trippin g
toward them, his f~ce wearing an exthat you must be taking part in it."
pectant smile.
"I did a little shootin g, Et, but it wasn't with,
"You go somewh ere, Misler Wild?" he -asked,
my own gun. I though t it wise to empty Red looking
at the boy with an eagerne ss that he
Joe's revolve r for him, so I did so."
could not conceal.
"And we heard a rather loud report which we
"I reckon so, Hop."
judged to be caused by one of Hop's firecrac kers,"
"You go findee um lobbers, Misler Wild?"
the scout's wife spoke up, as she looked at the
"We are going .to try and find them, Hop."
Chinam an who had stopped near the porch and
"Me wantee go, too, so be. Me velly smartee
was smiling blandly .
Maybe me findee velly muchee quickee ."
\... "That's jest what it was, gal," the scout an- Chinee.
"What do you want to be with us for, heat11en ?'·
swered. "The heathen had to go an' git into Charlie asked,
making out that he was opposed
trouble , an' we come along jest in time to help to his going.
him out."
"Lat
light, Misler Charlie . You no care,
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie . Me velly so be. allee
Maybe me savee you life. Me velly
smartee Chinee, so be," and so saying Hop went smartee Chinee.
"
on around to the front of the building , no doubt
"Maybe you'll save my life, eh? Well, I reckon
for the purpose of enterin g the barroom .
th?re :won't be no chance of you doin' that, n0t
Wild related all that had happene d to the this time.
But you have done it afore, that's
girls, and ti.lso the convers ation he had with the sure. If you want
to go, an' Wild's willin', I
agent of the Overlan d Stage Compan y.
don't care."
"I reckon we'll ride in about an hour and see
"Oh, Hop can go if he likes," the young deadif we .are lucky enough to discove r anythin g, little shot spoke up.
"He's
ly lucky, anyhow ,
'rl," the young deadsho t said, as he conclud ed and if we failed to get general
an inkling of the hiding
s story. "If the agent is right in thinkin g that place of the gang, he might
help us out."
.
~ e robbers have a rendezv ous within two miles
The clever Chinee hurried to his horse and was
of here, we ought to be able to discove r it."
not long in putting on the saddle.
"We will be lucky, I know we will, Wild," the
By the time
had got the bridle on the
· girl answere d, quickly. "I'll be ready when you animal' s head he
Wild and his ,partne rs had
nt to go. What did you say, in about an hour mounte d.
·
rom now?"
But they were waiting for him, and when Hop
"Oh, I didn't say that you were going with 1·ode out after them they prompt ly started .forus, little girl. I intende d to have Charlie an_d ward and were soon riding at.a canter up the
Jim accomp any me. I reckon you b.ad better wait street.
They had to pass the Red Star Gambli ng
'until another time."
"Very well," the girl answere d, not at all dis- Saloon as well as the place Hop had exploded the
appoint ed. "The chances are that you won't be firecrac ker in, and in doing so they kept a sharp
able to do much unless you have my assistan ce. watch, for they"ha lf expecte d Red Joe would open
I 'll wait until you make the second attemp t to fire on them.
But no such thing happene d.
find the robbers ' den."
Both places seemed to be very quiet just then,
"Wild," the scout spoke up, shruggi ng his
shoulde rs and looking out upon the street, "I don't so the four riders were soon riding up the hill
know as there is any use in hangin' around here at the outskir ts of the town.
Once over the hill they were not long in leavfor an hour or so. We, might jest as well take a
ing Tombston~ behind them.
ride now."
The trail ran through a rather wild and rugged
"The sun is pretty hot, Charlie ."
"I know it. But what do we care about that? part of the country .
Glitteri ng stretche s of sand showed up on the
I reckon we're used to the sun. We sartinly have
h~n through this country enough to git used to left, while to the right the rocks, many of them
fantast ic in shape, reared themsel ves to an imit, anyhow ."
·
"What do you think about it, Jim?" and the mense height.
Shrubb ery was very scarce, but it was just like
young deadsho t turned to Dart. ·
the greater part of Arizona , and thoroug hly ac"I am ready any time," was the reply.
custome d to it, the young deadsho t and his part"Very well. I am rather inclined . to agree with ners of course
thought nothing peculia r about the
Charlie . We might just as well go now as to scenery .
wait an hour or so."
_
Hop rode along a . little behind them, smokin g
"Be very careful, Wild," Arietta advised , as a big
black cigar.
they finally turned to go and get their horses.
He was certainl y in a very hapuy frame JJf
"If I didn't hear you say that about every time mind, for
nothing pleased him better than to ~
I started on a trip I would be rather surprise d,
the young deadsho t and his partner s when
Et," was the laui;hin g reply. "But it's all right. with
they were on a mission of importa nce.
I'll take your advice, you can bet."
No doubt the Chinam an felt that this was cer-•
They went on around to the rear of the hotel tainly
of importa nce, for had he not heard them
withou t enterin g the barroom .
declare that they were going to hunt down a
The fact was they had no occasio n to go there gang
of robbirs ?
j'i),St then, for neither Wild nor Jim drank anyAbout a mile from the town they struck a
thing strong, and the scout was not inclined that rather
wide st:r;ip of ground that was pretty well
way just then.
by a stream that trickled down from the
They found the !horses to be all right, and at watered
cliffs high above.
once proceed ed to saddle them.
Here even grass was growing , while the mesBefore they had done this Hop Wah came quite
shrubbe ry flourish ed,
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'i.'he trail crossed this strip, which might have
been a quarter of a mile in width, and as they
neared the other side they saw nestling among
the semi-tropical shrubbery a Mexican adobe
house.
·
,
At one side of this, and · extending well in the
rear, was a vineyard, and everything seemed to
be in a flourishing state.
The house set perhaps a hundred feet from the
roadside, and there was a loop running in to it,
so travelers might drive up to the door and when
ready to go continue on their way without turning.
·
A sign upon the front of the building indicated
that refreshments were sold there.
As they came fo the place Wild promptly
brought his horse to a walk, and turning to his
companions, said:
"Well, boys, shall we stop here? There is nothing like looking up information, you know."
"I reckon we had better stop, 'Wild," Charlie
answered, while Jim gave a nod of approval.
At that moment a rathe1· greasy-looking Mexican who was past middle age stepped out of the
doorway and nodded to show his pleasure at having them as guests.
He ,~as of the type of Mexicans to be found
in that part of the country, and if it had not been
for an ugly scai-e on his left cheek the chances
are that Young Wild West and his partners
would not have paid any particular attention to
him.
But the scar w.is so prominent that they felt
compelled to study his featu1·es closely, and when
they noticed that his eyes were small and twinkling, and there was a vicious look about his
mouth and chin, they could not help thinking that
he was both cunning and savage if he choose
to be. ·
"Welcome, senors," he said, bowing politely.
"Old Jose verra much want to sell you something. Maybe you want da American whisky, or
maybe you want do juice of da grape. Me got
coffee and tea, too. Old Jose work hard to make
· da living."
.
· The four dismounted, and when the Mexican
motioned them to come inside the building they
l<lft their horses standing and promptly did so.
The adobe house was rather a roomy affair,
and appeared much larger from the inside th.an
it did from without.
The1·e were two rooms to it, divided by a narrow hall, which went through to the rear, where
there was a door wide open so they could see
into what might be called the yard as they
entered.
Sheds where chickens and pigs were quartered
show~d up plainly, and even if they had not
caught a glimpse of them they surely would have
known they were there because of the odor that
was wafted through the hallway.
The keeper of this little 1:oad-house, as it
might be called, conducted them to a room at the
left of the hall, which was about ten by fifteen
in size.
In the center was a table which was covered
by a rather neat cloth that was checkered with
white and yellow.
On this was a plate containing some fruits.
Jose promptly pulled up four chairs and invited them to sit down, which they promptly did.
; ''Ain't so bad in here, Wild," the scout observed,

as he wiped the prespiration frorn his brow and
glanced about the room. "Pictures on the wall.
Injuns an' Mexicans an' Spaniards, I take it.
Old-timers, most likely."
"That's right, Charlie," the young deadshot
answered. "Those pictures are of the old-time
Aztecs and Spaniards who conquered Mexico.
The old fellow has got quite a tasty collection of
them. There are eight, I see."
The pictures really were hung so as to make
a pleasing appearance, while between them were
light draperies which fluttered in the breeze that
came through the three windows the room con·tained.
The old Mexican retired to a rear room and
was not long in coming back with a tray upon
which was a jug, two bottles and four China cups.
As he placed the tray upon the table he pointed
to one of the bottles and said:
"American whisky."
"Lat velly goodee, so be!" Hop exclaimed,
promptly picking up the bottle.
"What's in the other bottle?" Charlie asked.
"Mexican whisky. Maybe you know before."
"Yes, I know what it is. I don't want none of
that stuff. What's in the jug?"
"Wine, verra good wine. Me make plenty of da
wine."
"Hop," and the scout looked at the clever Chinee and grinned, "I reckon me an' you had bette~
try a little of the tanglefoot."
.;,
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Helpee yourself."
The bottle was passed to him, and the scout
promptly poured out a little of the liquor.
Hop took what he wanted, out Wild and Jim de- ,
clared that they did not care for anything that
had been brought to the table.
"Cold tea, senor," the young deadshot said.
"Me fix verra quick," and out he went.
In a short time he returned with two cups of
cold tea, and then the boys· joined the scout and
the Chinaman in taking a drink. . They sat there
for probably ten ,minutes after that, and then
Wild paid the bill, which was not much, since the
Mexican seemed content at selling his refreshments at a small profit. As they turned to go
outside the clatter of hoofs sounded close at hand,
and the next moment a horseman r ode up to the
door. Charlie was p~ring through a window at
the time, and when he saw that it was no othe,,than Jerry Stanley, the keeper of the Red Star
gambling saloon, he caught the young deadshot by
the arm and whispered:
. "See who's come, Wild."
·
"Right away," was the reply, and then the boy
pushed his way out into the hall and stepped outside th-e adobe house.
"Ah!" exclaimed the newcomer, as he was in
the act of dismounting. "So I meet you again,
Young Wild West. Thought you would take a
ride up here and pay a visit to old Jose, I see.
Well, it's a good thing to help the poor old fellow along. A fine place he has here, and he deserves credit for keeping it the way he does."
"That's right, Jerry," Wild answered boldly,
and looking the man squarely in the eyes. "What
brings you out this way again? It is not a ver 9
long time since you were here before."
' ·
"What's that?" and the man gave a start as he
took his foot from the stirrup after stepping to
the ground. "Who says I was here before?"
"I don't mean exactly here, Jerry," and the boy
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laughed lightly. "But, you ·came from this way,
you know, when we met you on the hill. Probably you didn't come as far as this place."
"Oh, yes, I did. I was here before. I thought
probably old Jose had told you."
"He didn't tell us anything about you. The
fact is I. never thought of mentioning your name,
even." ·
"How is that you call me Jerry?" Stanley
· ~asked, after a short silence.
"Why, don't you like it?"
"I certainly do, but when we met a short time
ago it was Mr. Stanley."
"That's ·all right. It don't take a fellow long
to get acquainted with a stranger in these parts."
"Come on inside and join me in a nice quiet
drink and a smoke. Certainly you don't intend
to ride any further with the sun as hot as it is."
"Thanks. I have had all I want to drink, and
I reckon it's the same with my partners."
"Me takee lillee dlink, so be," Hop spo)ce up
smilingly.
"I suppose you will. A heathen Chinee seldom
has money to spend, so of course he expects someone to treat him. But never mind, heathen. Come
right in, and you can have the best the house
affords."
Wild had it on the end of his tongue to tell the
Chinaman not to go into the house again. But
· hen he saw the peculiar smile upon the man's
face he decided to let him go ahead. · Walking
over to a seat under an arbor, the boy sat down,
and as Charlie and Jim joined him, Hop went into
the house with Jerry Stanley. The old Mexican
of course followed them, and as the three sat
outside enjoying the cooling breeze they_ cou~d
hear Hop's tongue going at a rapid pace. This
was lcept up for .fully five minutes,. during which
the clinking of glasses came to their ears. Then
suddenly there was a smothered cry, ~nd all :was
still. The young deadshot leaped to his feet m a
twinkling and made a dash for the door of the
adobe house. He was met there by Stanley, who
was laughing as if -he was enjoying a huge joke.
"What's the matter with the heathen Chinee?"
he asked. "He was· telling a great story, when
all of a sudden he leaped to his feet and jumped
out of the window. Did you see him when he
me qut?"
.
1
"That blamed fool of a heathen has b~en tryin'
to be funny ag'in, Wild," the scout declared, with
a shrug of the shoulders. "Told you he was goin'
to show you a magic trick, eh?"
"Yes, that's just what he said," Stanley answered promptly.
Wild looked doubtingl;r at the man, and then
as the old Mexican came out he fixed his gaze
upon his face and said:
"Where is the Chinaman?"
"Me no see," was the quick reply.
"He was in another room getting more whisky
for us," Stanley explained. "Let's go around to
the back of the house and see what he's up to."
• Charley led the way, but when they got under
the window which Stanley declared Hop had
..leaped through, there wa~ nothing to be seen of

film.

"He's hidin' among the pigs an' chickens, Wild.
Most likely that's jest where he's went," Charlie
suggested.
"No, he isn't," the boy answered quickly. "The
ground is very soft here, and certainly there are
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no prir.ts that could be made by a man's foot. If
Hor, jumped out of that window he certainly
mm,t have landed upon the ground somewhere
cl0se to it. Look for yourself."
"Right you are, Wild," and Charlie gave a
start. "The heathen didn't jump out of that window. Jerry Stanley is tellin' a Ii~." ,

CHAPTER VI.-What Happened to Hop.
When Hop Wah went inside the adobe house
with Jerry Stanley he did so thinking that he
might possibly learn something that would be of
a benefit t.o Young Wild West. The clever Chinee
knew that the young deadshot and his partner
had the keeper of the gambling saloon under suspicion. Enough had been said by them in his
presence to make him think this way. But always ready to accept an invitation to drink, the
Chinaman could hardly fail to enter the house
with the man.
"Sit down my heathen friend," Stanley said
politely, as. he pointed to a chair at the table. "I
take it that you are fond of drinking, but have
little money as a rule, and can't afford to buy
as much as you would like."
"Me gottee plenty money, so be," Hop answered.
"Eh?" and the man gave a start. "You have
plenty of money, you say?"
"Velly muchee money, so be. Me velly smartee
Chinee. Play dlaw pokee and win plenty..money .
Me showee you."
Then, as was his usual custom when he was
trying to get into a game of draw poker, Hop exposed to view a fat roll of bills.
"By jingo! You are pretty well fixed, heathen.
How comes it that you carry so much money about
with you? You must have all of a thousand dollars."
"Maybe me gottee two thousland dollee, so be."
"Perhaps you have. Sit down, my heathen
friend," and Stanley placed a chair at the other
side of the table within about three feet of the
draped wall of the room.
Hop had not yet taken a seat, so with a nod
and a smile he walked over and deposited himself
in the chair. With a peculiar smile on his face,
which Hop could not see owing to the fact that
the man's head was turned the other way, Stanley
called out:
·
''Here, Joe, bring some of your best liquor. I
am treating the senor from China."
The old Mexican came into the room in a shuffling sort of way, and picking up the tray which
was upon the ta ble, at once went into the rear
room. Out he came with a bottle and two glasses.
Stanley nodded to Hop, to help himself, and when
he had done so he poured some of the contents of
the bottle into a glass.
"Here's very good health, my heathen friend,"
he said.
Hop nodded and swallowed the drink. Stanley
finished his also, and then with a pecullar smile
on his' face, he said:
"So you are a gambler, eh?"
"Lat light. Me likee gamble veHy muchee, so
be."
"Do you ever roll the dice for money?"
"Velly :muchee."
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for himself, and bent upon getting out and turning the tables upon Jerry Stanley, he struck another match and then lighted a piece of candle
which he had with him. When this was burning
all right he made a circuit of the vault-like prison
he had landed in, but failed to find anything like
an opening. Yet the fact that the sharp descent
he had _come down- w_as only intended to dump uns_uspecting persons mto the place made him beheve that there must be some other means of get~ ...
ting in and out. Hop knew pretty well that he
had tumbled through what seemed to be the side
of the adobe house. Bu't. he had also taken notice
when he rode to the place with Young Wild West
and his partne1·s that the adobe structure was
b1:1ilt 1:gainst a high bank. This flashed through
his mmd now, and he came to the quick con~lusion that he had simply tumbled downwar d
mto a cave, and that he was not under the building at all.
!laving failed to discover anything like an
opening b~ ijcrutinizi ng the dripping walls closely, the Chmaman proceeded to go around again
~his time feeling every inch of the way and pound~
mg upon the wall with .his fist. This was just
the thing to do, it seemed, for when he had got
around the dungeon-l ike prison until he was just
about opposite to the steep, slimy descent, he felt
something give as his hand came in forcible contact with the wall. The Chinaman 's heart gave"
a bo1:1nd, and then he qui~kly began pushing hard
upon the spot. What was his joy and surprise to
find that a portion of the rocky wall moved slowly
backward .
But it was only 81 rather small portion, after
all. A block of stone that covered a space of the
wall of about two feet by one and a half was all
that was yielding. Howevh, the Chinaman kept
on pushing, and when the block had gone about
eight en: ten inches it slip'ped outward and fell
with a jar a short distance below on the other
side. Elated at his discovery , the Chinaman
thrust his han_d through and began feeling about
on the other side. Almost the first thing..his fingers came in contact with was a piece of wood.
He knew it was wood W the feel of it, and he instantly sought to pull it aside.
- The moment he did this there was a slight
creaking noise, and then a door opened oirtr.,
wardly. He now felt very glad indeed that he had
not cried for_help, for he felt sure that he had
found a way to get out of his prison. Back went
the door, which was amply large enough to permit a man to walk through erect, and as the
Chinaman passed through he found himself at the
foot of a rough flight of stone stairs. Up the
stone steps he made his way until he was about
ten feet above the level of the dungeon floor.
Then he found himself at a wooden door which
had a latch upon it. The Chinaman did not hesitate to lift the latch, and as the other door swung
open a flood of light came in.
The light came through from a point almost directly ahead of him, and blowing out the candle
he,stowed it away in a pocket for future use, and
then pulling the old-fashio ned six-shoote r he always carried with him from under his blouse, he
held it in readiness and stepped along lightly.
Reaching a circular opening that was jagged from
the rough points of the rock, he passed through
and then came to another p01-tion of the cave
which was broad and roomy. He walked across
'

"Very well. I'll just throw the dice with you
three times for a hundred dollars a throw. It
won't take more than a couple of minutes. What
do you say?"
Nothing suited Hop any better, and he promptly declared his willingnes s.
"Fetch some cigars, Jose," Stanley said, as he
nodded for the old man to go into the other room.
The Mexican quickly took his departure . Then
Jerry Stanley drew a buckskin bag from his
pocket, and emptying some coins in his hand,
counted out five twenty-do llar gold-pieces.
"Put up your money, heathen," he saitl, smiling pleasantly . "This is the best way to ·do it,
you know."
"Allee light," and out came the fat roll of bills
Hop was in possession of.
The Chinaman laid the money on the table, and
then Stanley walked to a shelf at the other side
of the room and foupd a leather cup which contained a set of dice. As he placed the cup on the
table he suddenly reachecl forward and snatched
the roll of bills. Then he brought his foot sharply upon the floor under the table, and the next
thing Hop knew he was flying backward . He
managed to utter a startled cry, and then he was
shot through an opening which had suddenly appeared directly behind him, and the next moment
he went rolling down an incl.ine with such force
as to nearly knock the breath from his body. In
a confused heap the Chinaman · landed upon a
hard, stony floor which was wet with slimy ooze.
For two or three minutes he remained motionles s,
and then•he gradually began to realize that something extraordi nary had happened to him. Slowly
he got himself into a sitting posture, and then
after making sure that no bones were broken, he
staggered to his feet. It was so dark that he
couW not see a thing. At first he was going to
shout for all he was worth, but fearing that he
might be shot by someone unseen if he did so, he
remained silent and began feeling his way along
the 1·ocky wall.
Suddenly he came plump against a slippery;
slanting stretch of rock. Hop felt of this with his
hands, and finding that it shot downward at a
sharp angle, it occurred to him that this was the
place where he had been so unceremo niously tumbled into the vault. Then he tried to crawl up
the incline, but it was impossibl e to <io this, for
there was not a portion of it upon ,vhich he could
get a hold. It was so slippery that he could not
gain a footing. After trying it for two or three
minutes the Chinaman gave it up. Then he
thought that a light might l\elp him out, so feeling
in his pocket he found a match-saf e and, opening
it, quickly struck a match. The match burned in
a sickly i;ort of way, showing that the air :rpust be
very thin in the vault. But the Chinaman managed to get a prett~ goo~ look at his surroundings, and when he discovered that the vault was
tha:ee-cornered in shape, and that there was no
opening other than the one above him, he decided
that he was in a pretty bad predicam ent. But
Hop Wah had been in pretty tight places before,
and he was not going to give up new.
"Me havee gittee outtee here pletty sooi'lee, so
be," he muttered, under his breath. '·Misler Wild
l-0okee for me velly muchee quickee. Maybe he
findee outtee."
·But he was not going to depend altogethe r upon
)'.'oung Wild West. H e was clever enough to think
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the cave and stepped outside into the light. Then
as the sun fell upon his face he breathed a long
sigh of relief, and then proceeded to take his
bearings. Knowing that the adob.e house must be
very close by, he looked for it. But it was nowhere in sight, so he turned to the right and went
on around the foot of a steep hill until he came
to some bushes.
There was a path here, and pushing the bushes
aside he proceeded to ascend it. It was not very
far that he had to go before he found himself
right in the vineyard that he knew was very close
to the adobe house. Hop went along stealthily
now. He could hear excited voices to th eright, and
when he had gone a few feet further he peered'
through the foliage and saw Charlie standing at
the corner of the building, a r evolver in his hand.
He moved a little further, and then his eyes fell
upon Wild and Jim, who were facing Jerry Stanley and the old Mexican. The two latter had
their hands above their heads, and Hop knew
right away that Wild and his partners had made
them prisoner s. He thought for a moment, and
then decided to try and attract the li!,ttention of
his friend s without letting the two villa ins see
him.
· .
It would be better to make Stanley and the
Mexican think that he was confined in the vault
than to ap pear before them. It happened that
Jim Dart turned his head that way while Wild
·w a s talking in a threatening manner to the two
villains.- Hop made_ a motion with his hand, and
then thrust his face through the foliage. Jim
saw him. Hop knew this, for he saw him give a
start. He promptly signaled for the boy to come
to him. Then drawing back a little, he watched
to see the result. Jim whispered ·something to
the young deadshot, who, without looking around,
gave an affirma tive nod,,, and the next moment
Hop saw him walking toward the place where he
was concealed.
·
CHAPT E R VIL-Wild Learns of the Man Trap.
When Cheyenne Charlie boldly asserted that he
had been t elling a lie, the fac e of Jerry Stanley
turned deathly pale at fii:st, but quickly became
almost a s red as a beet. His eyes flashed dang erously, too, and his iips trembled. But it was
more than evident that the man had wonderful
control over himself, for he looked steadily at the
scout and then, in a voice that was scarcely above
a whisper, exclaimed:
"I'll take that from you, since I see that I have
no chance! What I have told you about the queer
actions of the heathen is enti:rely correct. We
were sitting at the table inside waiting for old
Jose to bring some cigars I had ordered, when
suddenly the Chinaman leaped to his feet and
gave utterance to a peculiar sort of cry. Then
he made a bolt for the window, that window right
there," and he pointed to the on/;! they had been
looking under.
"Huh!" the scout snorted, his eyes flashing
with anger.- "How in thunder is it that his footprints don't show, then? If he jumped out of the
window, sartinly he must have landed ori the
ground."
"Easy, Charlie," cautioned the young deadshot.
"Let me do "ilie talJdng."
Charlie g~.ve a nod, and t:h en keeping his eyes
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fixed upon Stanley, permitted his hand to drop
close to the butt of a revolver.
"See here, Jerry," Wild observed, in his cool
and easy way. "I am not saying that you are a
liar, but I doubt very much ' if the · Chinaman
leaped from the window at all. Now just come
around to the front with us and we'll get the old
Mexican to show us through the house."
"I am willing to do anything at all, Young
· Wild \Vest, to clear the mystery," was the reply.
Then he started around the house, Wild keeping very close to him, while Charlie and Jim followed. Old Jose was standing at the door, his
scarred face showing that he was somewhat surprised. But at the same time there was a peculiar
twinkle in his eyes which convinced Wild strongly
that he knew more of
J matter than be cared
to divulge just then.
"Greaser," the boy said, pulling a revolver and
showing it to the old fellow, "you see this, don't
you?"
"What da matter, senor?" came the startled
query.
·
"I am asking you if you see this gun."
"Me see verra well, senor."
. "All right. Now 1 don't mind telling you that
it's loaded, and that if I catch you telling a lie I'll
put a bullet through you quicker than lightning."
"What da matter, Senor Jerry?" the Mexican
asked, turning beseechingly to the keeper of the
gambling saloon.
-"Do you know where the Chinaman is?" Stanley asked sharply.
· "Me no see him go out," declared Jose.
"You don't believe he did go out, do you?" Wild
a~ked, and reaching forward suddenly he caught
him by th~ collar of his shirt and jerked him
nearly off fl.is feet.
•
"Me no see, senor," was the gasping reply.
"Me in da other room to get da cigars."
"All right. I want you to show us all through
the house, and underneath it, too, if there is a
cellar or anything of the sort."
As Wild said this the old man gave a start and
looked for a moment at Stanley. This added to
the suspicions of the boy that Hop was really in
the house or perhaps in it cellar underneath.
"Hurry up," he commanded, making a threatening move with his revolver. "Show us through
every part of the house."
The old fellow seemed quite willing to do this,
and he led them from one room to another until
they had made a thorough sea1·ch, convincing
themselves that the Chinaman was nowhere to be
found in the building. Out they came to the room
where the table was located. It was just the same
as they had seen it before, with the tray, bottles
and glasses upon it. Wild looked about the room,
while Charlie and Jim kept the two men covered
wit:h their 1·evolvers. He even pulled aside the
draperies, but failed to see anything that looked
like an opening. Then he made a careful examination of the floor, but there was nothing like a
secret trap-door to be discovered.
"Welt, boys," the young deadsaot said, shaking
his head as he looked at his two partners, "I am
certain that Hop was in here when we heard t:he
cry he uttered."
·
"He surely was," spoke up Startley, just a
gleam of triumph showing in his .eyes. "But he
ran to the window and leaped out. I am not prepared to say whether he landed upon the ground
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or nqt. It might be that he flew away somewhere
like a bird."
"It might be," Wild answered, looking at him
steadily. "But you are trying to make a joke of
it now. Take my advice and look out. The first
thing you know something will happ.en to you
that you are not prepared for. You know what I
told the old greaser a little while ago. I showed
him this gun and told him that it was loaded.
Be careful or one of the bullets might pass
through your heart, or some other portion of your
body. There is one thing certain, and that is unless the Chinaman turns up inside of fifteen minutes you will be a dead man."
"See here," cried Stanley, hi§ face turning
deathly pale, for he certainly was badly frightened now, and did not need to put it on, "you don't
mean what you say, Young Wild West; surely
you do not. Why do you hold me responsible for
the heathen's disappearance?"
"I hold you responsible because I know that you
could tell exactly_where he is if you chose to.
That is sufficient. Don't ask any further questions."
The boy then calmly looked at his watch.
"Fifteen minutes from now I'll expect to find
the Chinaman here or you'll die," he added, speaking in a cool and matter-of-fact way.
Stanley was no doubt a very cool hand, but the
words of the young deadshot left a deep impression upon him, He showed signs of great uneasiness for a full minute, casting an occasional look
at the old' Mexican. But the look was scarcely
returned, for old Jose was evidently badly frightened, or else he was making it appear so, and did
not seem to want to take sides either way. Wild
took Stanley by the arm and conducted him outside. He stopped a few feet from the door of the
adobe house. The Mexican made a move as if he
was going into another room, but Charlie quickly
grabbed him and pulled him out in no gentle
fashion.
.
"That's right, Charlie," the young deadshot
said, nodding his head approvingly. "Just stand
him right here by this fellow. When the fifteen
minutes are up if Hop <j.oesn't appear or either
of them fails to tell us where to find him, we'll
make a. double job of it and put an end to the pair
of them."
·
"Mercy, senor," the old man cried, dropping
upon his knees.
.
"You'll get no mercy from me," was the stern
retort. "Stand up, or I'll take a shot at your
heels."
The threatening move the boy made with the revolver was quite sufficient to make Jose stand
erect. Wild looked at his watch again.
"You have got eleven minutes more," he said.
Neither of the men made a reply to this. Wild
felt it was a game worth working, though he
thought perhaps Hop had been slain in some mysterious fashion. However, he was going to let it
go the fifteen minutes and trust to luck that he
would be found. Of course he did not mean to
kill either of the men. That was not his way of
doing business. But he did mean to make them
believe that such was his intention, and there was
no one better fitted to do this than the dashing
young deaashot, for he had a way of speaking as
if he meant it, and the look that usually shone
from hill -eyes on such occasions helped him to do
it. Five mi.nutes slipped by. Then just as Wild

was about to make another threat Jerry Stanley
made a leap to escape. But quick as he was
Cheyenne Charlie was equal to the occasion, and
by thrusting out his foot the scout tripped him
and caused him -to fall fieavily to the ground.
"No, you don't, you measly coyote!" he exciaimed angrily. "I reckon I had better take that
gun from you. Now then, you git up, an' if you
make another move like 'that I'll shoot you with~
out askin' Young Wild West whether I kin do it
or not."
The revolver was taken from the rascal, and·
he was landed upon his feet in a jiffy.
"Hold up your hands," Wild said sternly. "You
too, you old rascal."
The last was said to the Mexican, who quickly
followed the example of Stanley. There they
stood, their hands held above their ".heads. A few
seconds later Jim caught sight of the face of Hop.
As has been stated, the boy gave a start, but he
was sharp enough not to make it known that he
had discovered the Chi)laman alive and well and
that he was but a few y1;1,rds from the spot. He
stepped up behind Wild, and then in a low whisper said:
, "Hop is all right. He is right behind the arbor
•to the right. He wants me to come to him. Don't ·
let on."
"All right," was the reply. "Go ahead. Do it
in a way so as to not arouse the suspicions of the
two villains."
The two prisoners saw Jim and Wild whispe.~
ing, but of course did not know what it was
about. Jim walked leisurely off to the right, as
if he was looking around for something, and then
turned and went straight behind the luxuriant
grape-vines.
"Where have you been, Hop?" the boy demanded in a low tone of voice, for he was somewhat
angry, as he now thought the Chinaman had
really jumped from the window and had oeen carrying the joke altogether too far.
~'Me havee velly bigee timee, Misler Jim. Um
bad Melican man makee me fallee in um 'black
hole. Velly muchee cave, so be. Me almost gittee
killee.
But me wakee uppee velly muchee
quickee, and Jen me findee how to gittee outtee.
Velly bigee cave back lere. Um lobbers' den, Misler Jim. Me knowee lat velly muchee."
Jim was astounded.
"Tell me how. it happened," he whispered.
,.
Hop did so, but first he pushed the boy further
away, so his voice might not lie heard by the prisoners. It had happened so quickly that he of
course could not explain just how it was that he
had been thrown back while sitting at the table,
onlx to land with a heavy thud in a dark pit.
' Um bad Melican man stealee more lan um
,thousand dollee, Misler Jim. Len he steppee velly
hard on um floor and, hip hi! me go down in um
black place velly muchee quickee."
"Stole over a thousand dollars from you, eh?
Ah! all right. Now you just stay here a while.
I'll tell Wild about this, and you can bet he will
know exactly what to do."
"'
Hop gave a nod, and then Jim walked from behind the arbor and strolled leisurely back to the
door of the adobe house. The two prisoners weI'e
certainly not enjoying their position. It must
have been tiresome to keep hQlding their handa
above their heads, and the old man begged to be
allowed to lower them.
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",#\..11 right," Wild. said, "put down your hands.
:But you must remember that the fifteen minutes
will soon be up. If the Chinaman doesn't show up
in that time you both will surely die."
"Wild," spoke up Jim, as he nodded for the
young deadshot to walk over to where he had
stopped.
"All right," was the reply. "Charlie, just keep,
an eye on them. If they attempt to escape you
know what to do."
"You kin bet your life I do," the scout anr
swered, and there was no doubt but that he really
would shoot if such a thing happened.
"What has the confounded heathe~ been doing,
Jim?" the young deadshot asked, when he got a
short distance from where Charlie was keeping
a watch on the two men.
"He's had a thrilling time of it, I reckon," was
the reply.
"What's that?"
"Why, it seems there is some sort of a man trap
in the house. The scoundrel robbed him ,.of over
a thousand dollari;; and then by pressing some sort
of spring under the table caused Hop to be thrown
through a secret opening, landing him in a dark
cellar. He was very lucky in finding a way to
get out."
"By Jove! I reckon it's a mighty good thing
we stopped here. Dark cellar, eh? Man trap in
the house. Tell me all about it."
Jim briefly related the story Hop had told him,
and the further· he went the more Young Wild
West showed satisfaction .
"Jim," he said, at the conclusion of the story,
"I reckon we may as well let the matter drop
for the present. It won't do to let these fellows
know that we are aware of what happened to the
Chinaman, and that he was successful in making
his escape."
,
"I thought perhaps you might gi\ie a hint that
the Chinaman had money on'the table or somes
thing. You could say that you were looking
through the window and saw him produce it."
"No, that wouldn't do. We'll just let it go as it
is. We'll ride back to Tombstone with Jerry
Stanley, and then a little later we'll come back
here again and ma'ke a thorough examinatio n of
the place. Hop told you he thought it was the
robbers' den-the cave; I mean. Well, that's just
what I am thinking. I consider that we are
, very lucky. A mighty good thing the Chinaman
came with us."
Then the two walked back, and the old Mexican promptly began pleading with them again.
,W ild looked at his watch.
"The fii;teen minutes isn't up yet," he said.
"But I have changed my mind now, Jerry. It
seems that our Chinaman is a sleight-of-h and
performer and can do really wonderful tricks. I
have an idea that he leaped from the window and
managed to land upon his hands so his foot-prints
wouldn't show. The chances are we will find him
at the hotel when we get back to Tombstone . I
am sorry we suspected you. Come on, we'll ride
back together."
J er'ry Stanley gave a gasp, for he could not understand why the boy had changed his mind so
.. suddenly.
"Young Wild West," he stammered , "you show
that you are white through and through. I know
it looked mighty bad for me, for you couldn't do
anything else than to blame me for the disap-
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pearance of the heathen. But I told you the
truth, and I couldn't say anything different."
"Me keep verra good house. Me much honest,
senort' Jose declared.
"All right. Let it go at that. Are you ready tu
ride back with us, Jerry?"
t "I surely am. I am glad of the opportunity ,"
was the quick reply.
But Wild wanted to give Hop time . enough to
get away ahe,ad of them, so stepping over to
where Jim was standing, he whispered:
"See to it that Hop gets away. The horses are
on the other side of the arbor. Let him do it
without making a noise."
Then aloud he said:
"Jim, fetch the horses here, and see if Hop's is
still there. I have an idea he took it and went
on."
The two villains looked at each · other uneasily
as the boy said this, but two minutes late\> when
Jim came back, leading his own horse and those
of the young deadshot and the scout, they appeared to be somewhat relieved.
"Hop's hq,rse isn't, there, though I heard something- in the bushes back there. Shall I go and
see if it has strayed?"
"Yes, for if his horse is around here he certainly must be, too."
Jim hurried from the spot, and once more the
two men showed how uneasy they felt. Jim was
gone longer than five minutes this time, 'but when
he came back and shook his head, declaring that
· the Chinaman' s horse was nowhere to be found,
Jerry Stanley and old Jose must have felt that
they had surely triumphed. Stanley's horse was
tied near the door, and he promptly untied it and
mounted. Then Wild and his partners got upon
their horses; and waving their hands to the old
Mexican, rode out upon the trail and turned to\ ward Tombstone.
CHAPTER VIII.-In the Robbers' Den.
Hop Wah did not ride on for Tombstone. Jim
had told him to simply hide somewhere until they
were well on the way, and then to wait until they
returned. Having told Wild and Charlie of this,
for he got the opportunity to do so without letting
Jerry Stanley know of it, there was nothing to
fear about the Chinaman being discovered. Stanley could not conceal the pleasure he felt at getting off so easily. No doubt he actually thought
that he was relieved of all suspicion by the young
deadshot and his partners. The four were not
long in reaching Tombstone. Then Stanley rode
on straight to his saloon, while Wild and his
partners turned in to go to the stable, where their
horses were kept when in use. Once they got to
the stable the three dismounted . But they did not
remove their saddles. They simply tied the animals, and then hurried to find the girls. Arietta
was waiting for them, though she had hardly expected them to return so soon.
"How did- you make out, Wild?" she asked
eagerly.
'
"Fine, little girl," was the reply. "We had
quite an adventure."
·
"Did you discover anything that would lead to
the finding of the hiding-plac e of the robbers?"
"I 1·eckon we did, Et. I'll tell you all about it
in a minute."
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They all went into the house, and then satisfied
that no one could be listening, the young deadshot hurriedly related just what had happened at
the Mexican's adobe house that lay out upon the
trail. The girl listened in astonishment.
"Man trap!" Arietta exclaimed.
,
"Yes, a Mexican man trap, that's what it fo,"
Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, _his eyes flashing.
"The landlord of this shebang told us that a
couple of men had disappeared mighty sudden. I
reckon we kin guess what become of 'em. They've
been robbed an' put out of the way. Most likely
they was chucked into that black cellar Hop was
in, an' that's been the last of 'em." ,
·
"It is remarkable to think how Hop found a
way to get out of the horrible place," the young
deadshot's sweetheart declared.
,
"He's alw~ys sayin' he's a smart Chinee, ain't
he?'" the scout asked.
"l'fe certainly is, Charlie."
"Well, there ain't no doubt about it, only of
course I don't like to hear him braggin' that way.
But he got out all right, an' he's waitin' back
there for us to come."
·
"How soon are you going, Wild?"
"In a few minutes, Et. We must try and get
away without being observed. I reckon there's a
path leading from behind the shed where the
horses are kept, and by following it we may manage to .get upon the trail without being seen. I
reckon we had better wait about half an hour,
though."
They talked over the matter for fully fifteen
minutes, and then hearing quite a little confusion
outside, the young. deadshot and his partners left
the girls in th.e room and proceeded to the barroom. Probably a dozen men were there, among
them being the three from the East, who had decided to remain until Young Wild West recovered
the inoney and valuables that had been stolen
from them by the robbers.
"The stage-coach is outside, Young Wild West,"
John Withers said, as he approached the boy.
"We might have taken it on our way for horn~ if
we wanted to, for we have settled all our business
here."
"But you have no intention of going, have
you?"
"No, we told you we were going to wait, and
we certainly will stick to it."
"All right; I reckon everything will be all
right. If I remember rightly, the stage will leave
here again the day after tomorrow."
"Yes, that's what we have been told."
"Very well. If you feel disposed to go then, I
reckon you can do it."
"Do you mean to say--"
Wild held up his hand warningly.
"Never mind now," he answered. "I have told
you that I think it will be all right. I might add
that I am sure it will be. But I won't say that
much just now."
The young deadshot then walked out upon the
stoop of the hotel. The rickety old stage-coach
that was used to convey passengers and exp-r ess
from Tombstone to the nearest towns that lay
upon the 11ne of the railway was at the door.
The driver wa~ inside getting a last drink before
starting over the trail of alkali dust. Two passengers were already inside the vehicle, and Wild
and his partners learned that four more were inside thP. hotel b'a rroom. The young deadshot took
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a look up the street in the direction of the gambling house. It was lucky that he did it, for at
that moment he saw two horsemen ride from behind the building and start upon the trail. They
were Jerry Stanley and Red Joe, and they appeared to be in somewl!at of a hurry.
"By jingo!" the young deadshot exclaimed,
turning to Jim, who stood close at his side, "there
goes Stanley, and Red Joe, the bad man, is with
him. I wouI-dn't be surprised if they intend to
make a hold-up."
"It looks that way, Wild," Dart answered,
shaking his head gravely. "Since they are starting out rig,ht ahead of the stage the chances are
that they surely intend to do it. Probably they
will go to the cave Hop spoke of, and hide there
until it comes along. He said it was but a short
distance from the trail."
"I reckon we had better be off, then. Come
on; let's get our horses and ride out by the back
way."
So as to not excite suspicion as to their movements, the three walked leisurely into the barroom and then passed on out by the back way.
As they got outside they saw Arietta waiting for
them. The fact that she wore a hat and had a
revolver and hunting-knife buckled about her
waist told plainly that she was ready for business.
"What's the matter, little girl?" Wild asked,
showing a faint surJ:>rise and smiling as he spoke""
"I am going with you," was the reply.
"I don't know as it will be any harm. But say,
little girl," and the boy stepped up close to her
and lowere.d his voice to a whisper, "I reckon
there is going to be something to happen shortly.
The man who was responsible for what happened
to Hop, and his brother, Red Joe, the bad man,
have just gone up the trail. . Jim thinks, and so
do I, that they mean to hold up the stage-coach
when it comes along."
"All the better, Wild," the girl answered smilingly. "You know quite well that I can help a
lot in cases of this kind. Another thing, I want
to see that man trap the Mexican has in his
house."
"You shall certainly see it. Well, since you are
so anxious to go, come along. We have got to
hurry a bit."
. The girl followed them to- the shed, and Wild
quickly saddled her horse for her. Then the fou :,,
mounted, and riding around to the rear of the
shed, followed the path the young deadshot had
spoken of and m a couple of minutes came out
upon the regular trail. As they neared the top
of the hill where our hero and his partners had
met Jerry Stanley early in the afternoon, they
brought their horses down to a walk.
"Stop here," Wild said, holding up his hand.
Then he quickly slipped from the saddle, and
walked to the top of the crest. Riding along the
trail in a straggling fashion were seven horsemen, and then the boy knew almost for a certainty that the gang of villains were going out
for the purpose of holding up the stage-coach.
Jerry Stanley and Red Joe were not to be seen,
but they certainly must have had time enough to
get out of sight.
'
' "It's all right," the young deadshot said, as he
walked back to his waiting companions. "I
reckon the gang is up to something. Seven of
them are riding ahead there."
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"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie
Wild felt certain that the Chinaman knew the
delightedly.
.
1 r~gh~ thing to do, so he u~esitatingly followed
Waiting long enough to give the horsemen him mto the dark place, which happened to be anahead a chance to get out of view, the young other part of the big cave, where it was as dark
deadshot mounted his sorrel stallion and then -as pitch. They had barely gpt into this place
they rode to the top of the hill and went on down '*n the clatter ~f hoofs and the sounds of
at the other side, their horses at a walk. They vc!'!'ces were heard m the main cave.
continued on rather slowly until they were quite
"Evelybody watchee," Hop said in an underclose to the adobe house that nestled in the vine- tone.
·
yard at the side of the trail. Then Wild disBut there was not much chance of doing any
mounted and the rest followed his example. The~e watching, for it was so dark in there that they
was a convenient place near by to conceal thell' could scarcely see the forms of each other. For
horses and this was quickly done.
reasons Qf their own the men who had entered
"No~ then," the young deadshot said, noddin~ the cave did no_t _choose to co_me into what might
to Arietta and his partners, "we must ~nd Hop.
b~ termeq the hvmg•part of it. They w_ere heard
"Me light here Misler Wild," a voice called dismountmg, and the chatter of the Mexican came
out from the bush~s close at hand1 and th~n there to the ears of the hiding five in such a way that
was a rustling sound and the clever Chmee ap- there was no chance to catch more than a word
peared before them.
or two of what was being said. For about five
"What have you been doing all this time, Hop?" minutes this continued. Then suddenly there
Wild asked eagerly, as he hastened to ~eet him_.
ca~e a silence. This was followe~ by the pat. "Me findee outtee velly muchee, Misler '\Yild. t~rmg of f?<Jtsteps, and Young Wild West and
Me velly smartee Chinee. Plenty bad Mehcan his companions felt sure that the robbers were
men go to um old gleaser's house, so be. Ley up leaving the cave.
lere now."
.
.
. "Now then, boys," the young deadshot said, in
He pointed over his shoulder in the direction his cool and easy way, "I reckon something has
of the adobe house.
got to be done. We want to prevent this hold-up
"Show us where the cave is, Hop," the young 1f we can. But I would like to do it without the
deadshot said.
scoundrels discovering that we _have been in the
"Alee light Misler Wild. Comee lis way, so be." cave."
Knowing that their ho:ses would not be likely
·::ou're the boss, Wild. Jest tell us what to
to be discovered very quickly they followed the do, the scout answered.
Chinaman through the bushes' and a minute later
'_'All rig;~t;'' the boY: answered, as_ he thought
were standing at the mouth of the cave Hop had quickly.
You and Jim sneak outside and the
made his escape through after being lucky enough moment the hold-up is attempted op_en fire on the
to find a way to get out of the dark un~ergrou~d robbers. I reckon the p~ssengers will have sense
place. Certainly Hop had not been idle while en::u~h to help you out.
. ,,
Wild and his partners were away. He had ven~1ght you are. Come on, Jim.
tured back into the cave after Jim told him he
Jim gave a nod of approval, and then the two
-must wait there, and he found that a rocky cham- slipped out of the dark place and hurried to get
ber that joined the one that opened at the side of out of the cave.
the bank close to the trail was fixed up in a suitable fashion for the robbers to live there with
something like comfort. Bunks with plenty of
blankets, cooking utensils, a table, some tools an
CHAPTER- IX.-All But the Two Leaders.
boxes were there, and also a couple of barrels
that contained liquor, which Jl.O doubt had been
It happened that one of the
to leave
stolen at some time or other by the robber gang. Tombstone in the stage was apassengers
prospector
As the five entered the cave Hop pause~ and who had struck it rich and soldyoung
out his claim to
looked at Wild, and then said:
one of the mining companies located there. His
"Maybe somebody bettee watchee, Misler Wild." name was William Lang, and even
though he had
"I'll watch right here at the mouth of the come to Tombstone a few months before
as a tencave," Jim Dart answered quickly.
derfoot, he had proven on more than one o.ccaThe young deadshot gave a nod of approval, · sion that he was full of grit and ambition. Of
and then followed the Chinaman through the cave. course Jerry Stanley being the leader of the robber
Hop was not long in showing them all he had dis- gang had discovered when L:i,ng was going away.
covered. He wanted to show them the place In his particular line of business it was natural
where he had been hurled so unceremoniously, that the villain should want to relieve him of his
but Wild did not see fit to go ahead just then, for wealth, so he ha d ridden out to the Mexican adobe
he thought the robbers might at any moment house for the purpose of letting old Jose know
come into the cave, since it must be nea,·ly time that the gang meant to hold up the stagecoach.
for the stage to pass.
No doubt he had told the old fellow all about it,
"Better wait until a µttle later, Hop," the young _and never once thinking that Young Wild West
' deadshot said .
and his partners would be on hand to spoil the
'
"Allee light," was the reply. "You knowee hold-up, he led his men back to the place just be-velly muchee whattee do, so be."
fore the stage left the hotel at Tombstone. What
;c,
Just then Dart came running-into the cave.
Jerry Stanley· wanted to do was to take the sueJ "I reckon we have got to hide in here," the boy . cessful
young man a prisone1· and relieve him
1 ·e xclaimed, in a low tone of voice. "The villains his wealth after they got him into the cave.
are coming."
When that was don,e he was willing that the
"Lis way, evelybody," Hop spoke up, and then stage should go on. When they knew it was about
he pointed to a_narrow opening at the right.
time for the outfit to reach the spot Stanl11y or-
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dered his men to follow_ him, and leaving old icansi "did anyone stay outside to watch to see if
Jose's house, they rode around and ente.r ed t 1 the b amed old stage went on?"
•
cave. They waited there until they heard the
He received an affirmative reply and then, satrumbling of wheels, and then leaving their horses isfied that it was all right, seized the prisoner by
inside, they donned black masks and crept out of the arm and with the assistance of his rascally
the cave. They were not a moment too soon, tii&r brother conducted him right into the cave where
the mules came trotting along the road, w ~ Wild and Arietta were crouching. But the two
was comparatively level right there, and as the had ample time to slip into the dark place they
driver cracked his whip and the guard that was had first entered upon the advice of Hop. The
beside him on the box sat with lowered head, the young man's hands had been tied the moment
leader of the robbers gave the word. Up they after he was dragged from the stage-coach, so
dashed:-J and in a disguised but impressive tone of he was helpless to do anything but to walk or
voice, erry Stanley called out:
• /
run. But there was certainly no chance for him
"Halt!"
to escape, and tremblingly he sat upon the rocky
Taken completely by surpri$e, the driver had floor of the cave. Just- as Stanley and Red Joe
no alternative but to obey. Crack! One of the were about to make a search of the prisoner's
passengers fired a shot, and the bullet found lodg- pockets one of the Mexicans shouted a· warning
ment in the arm of a Mexican who was right at cry and informed them that the stage-coach had
the side of Stanley. Red Joe had been assigned stopped a little further up the trail and that the
to the tak of seizing the man they wanted, and passengers were coming back under the lead of
as the villains rushed forward with leveled re- the guard and driver, who were armed with rifles.
volvers the rest of the passengers gave in and Instantly the prisoner was left to himself, and all
threw up their hands. It was William Lang who hands dashed into the outer cave. Without telling
had fired the shot, and he still held the revolver the young deadshot her intentions, Arietta quickin his hand when Red Joe swung open the door ly sprang out of the dark niche and drew her
of the vehicle.
hunting-knife.
"We'll save you," she said to the astounded
"Put down that gun," the desperado cried out
angrily, and then he quickly knocked it from the prisoner.
He gave vent to a cry of joy, and the next moyoung man's hand.
One of the Mexjcans lent his assistance then, ment the girl's knife cut the rope that had been '·
and the rope Red Joe had in readiness was tied hastily about hfa hands. At that moment
quickly looped about the man's neck. A sudden Hop appeared, and as Wild came out of the hidjerk pulled him out of the stag, and the moment ing-place he was the first to see him.
"Whatte you wan tee me do, Misler Wild?" the
this happened Jerry Stanley called out to the
·
·
driver to go on. Very glad of the opportunity, the Chinaman asked hurriedly.
"Hide the prisoner," was the reply.
iatter released the brake and put the whip to his
"Allee
light, you comee, too. Me findee velly
mules, and away went the stage with a clatter
and bang. Meanwhile Cheyenne Charlie and Jim muchee better place to hide, so be."
Dart were hiding among the rocks right at the
Atietta was thoughtful enough to pick up the
entrance of the cave. Charlie would have opened rope she had cut from the man's wrists, and then
fire if Jim had not prevented it, for when the boy Hop seized him by the arm and pulled him to the
saw that it seemed to be the intention of the rob- other side of the cave. Sure enough, the Chinabers to only take a priscmer, he decided that it man had a very good place for them to hide in a
would be better to wait and then they would be small cave, and they placed a stone across the
able to completely surprise the gang and make ·opening. They could look out through a crevice
them prisoners. Meanwhile Y-0ung Wild West, and see all that took place, and a minute later
with Arietta, was waiting in that portion of the when Red Joe entered and found the prisoner had
cave that was used for living purposes by the vanished they could not help smiling. Red Joe at
band.
once sounded the alarm, and then into the cave r.'
"Et," the young deadshot said, in a whisper, came Stanley and half a dozen of the Mexicans, '-'
"let's get to the opening over there so we can one of them being the fellow who had been
watch the mouth of the cave."
wounded. All were amazed at not finding the
The girl nodded, and each, with a revolver in prisoner there. Stanley raved and swore, and .his .
hand, crept to the point the boy had designated. brother lent him assistance in doing so, while the
Hoarse shouts came to the ears of Wild and Ari- Mexicans chattered and ran about the cave in
etta. Then into the cave came the leader. With search of Lang. But they were not discovered,
a rope around the neck of the prisoner, he was and after hunting vainly for fully ten minutes,
dragging him in, while ·the rest beat him with the robbers .left that portion of the cavernous
clubs. The captured prospector was certainly in place and proceeded to hunt through the rest of
a bad fix. Red Joe was one of the gang who were it. It was while they were engaged in this that
using clubs upon the helpless young man. A.rietta Charlie and Jim slipped into the cave and came to
turned her revolver upon him, ·but at that mo- the part that had just been vacated. ment Stanley called a halt and bade his men to
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed,
let up.
in a low tone of voice, as he ran to the hiding"Boys, we have got him," Stanley · said, in a place. "Where in thunder are you? I kin hear
tone of triumph. "Now then, we'll just take that - you, but I can't see you."
pile of money he meant to go away with, and then
"Right here, Charlie," the young deadshot anput an end to him. It certainly won't do to let swered, as he pushed the muzzle of his revolver
him go."
through the crevice.
.
"That's it, Jerry," Red Joe spoke up. '"I'ake
"Say Wild," Jill! said, as he leanea over close to
him inside, an' we'll mighty soon git what we the crevice, "the driver and guard and the passenwant. Say," and he looked around at the Mex- gers are outside, and they are full of fight. U
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we could manage to make the villains go out, I
reckon we would be relieved of the job of shootini;. down the robbers."
'Me fixee, Misler Jim," came from Hop. "Me
wantee gittee outtee, Misler Wild."
· The young deadshot promptly assisted him to
push away the boulder, and then Hop quickly got
outside. The first thing-he did was to produce an
oblong package that had a fuse attached to it.
Then he took a match from his pocket, and moved
- cautiously toward a passage that was near at
hand. The confused sounds of voices could be
heard, and our friends knew the robbers must be
in a portion of the cave that adjoined this one.
Hop seemed to know just what to do. The passage was not more than ten feet in length, and as
he reached the end of it he saw the whole gang
searching. hard to find the prisoner who had so
mysteriously escaped them. The Chinaman gave
a nod of satisfaction, and then striking the match
applied the flame to the fuse of the home-made
cracker for such it was that he was holding in
his hand.
'
-, Waiting until it had nearly burned to the explosive part, he hurled it right into the midst of
the gang. Bang! A loud report sounded, and
instantly that portion of the cave was filled with
a dense smoke. Shrieks and cries of dismay and
fear went up, and then Hop knew the vill~ins
were fleeing. Their one thought seemE;d to be ~o
"- get outside, and as Hop ran back to rnform his
companions of the way they were acting, a _volley
of shots sounded. Shrieks and groans mmgled
with them, and after as many as t wenty reports
had sounded all becaine still.
"This is what I call pretty good," the young
deadshot said to his companions. "Come on.
We'll venture outside now."
'
\
He led the way, and passing through into the
outer cave, they were confronted by those who
had left the stage-coach to return and attack the
robbers. One of the men raised a rev.olver, no
doubt intending to fire upon them, but Young
Wild West called out in the nick of time:
' "Look out, my friend. I reckon we don't belong to the gang."
·
"Young Wild West!" gasped the man, who was
the driver of the stage.
"That's right. We have been in here all the
, time. How did you make out? Did a lot of shoot,·ing, I must say."
"Got seven of 'em," was the reply. !'Here they
are, layin' almost in a heap. I reckon that was
about all of 'em ."
Sure enough, the attacking party had dropped
seven of the gang. Wild, Jim and Charlie quickly
looked at the fallen villains, and when they found
that they were all Mexicans, and that Red Joe
and his. brother were missing, they knew that the
trouble was not yet over.
·"Say, driver," Wild said, taking the man aside,
"I suppose you know that the leader of· this gang
is no other than Jerry Stanley, the keeper of the
Red Star Saloon."
"Thunder!" the man exclaimed. "ls that so?"
· "That's true. Now then, he and .Red Joe, the
bad man, are hiding somewhere. We have got to
get them."
"You kin bet your life we hav.e. Come on, boys.
Let's hunt for the other two. Young Wild West
says they're Jerry Stanley an' Red Joe."
. Hop assisted them in making the search, and
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they went to every niche and cra,my that he knew
of, but failed•to find the two missing men. Rather
reluctantly Wild gave up the search for the timP.
bein?..
"I 11 tell you what we'll do," he said. "We'll
leave two men to guard the entrance of the cave,
and then we'll try and find another way to get in
it. I reckon it won't take us long to do it, either.
Come on. We'll-go up to the house and see how
old Jose is making out."

CHAPTER X.-A Complete Clean-Up.
Jerry Stanley, the leade:i:. of the robber gang,
was far more clever and quick to thirik than any
of hjs men. When the sudden explosion rang out
and filled the cave with smoke, he realized instantly that enemies were close at hand, and that
the prisoner had been rescued by them. His one
thought at that moment was to get away. But
he did not want .t o go· without his brother. But
Red Joe happened to be right a~ his elbow at the
time, and as - he gave a cry of dismay Stanley
seized him by the arm and exclaimed:
"They're after us! We have got to get out of
here. Come on."
Hardly knowing· what he was doing, or where
he was going, he permitted himself to be half
dragged across the cave. He knew there was another way to get outsidf!: but would never have
thought of it. But Jerry thought of it, and that
was sufficient just then. Before the shooting had
ceased the two men were inside a small passage,
and pushing a rock into place, so it would be
difficult to discover their means of exit, they proceeded on, and in less than a minute came to the
end of the passage, which was covered by hanging vines. Red Joe's heart was beating wildly,
but his brother was quite cool. Jerry led the
way around to the rear of the little vineyard,
where there was a long, loosely constructed shed.
Tied under this were three hol'Ses. Saddles were
hanging up ready for use, so it did not take the
two long to make ready to mount. Once they
were upon the backs of the two steeds they rode
out, making a circuit to the right and quickly
reaching the trail just a little beyond where the
stage-coach wa:s at a halt.
Straight along the trail they rode with the
speed of the wind, and when they reached the
stage-coach they slackened speed and acted as if
they were much puzzled. But there was no one
there, so they continued on and galloped up to
the door of the adobe house. At that very moment Young Wild West appeared on the scene,
followed by his partners, Arietta and those who
had cleaned out the robber gang. The young deadshot surely was surprised when he saw the two
men. Cheyenne Charlie was about to give utterance to an exclaRtation when the young deadshot
caught his eye and nodded for him to keep still.
The only person there besides our friends who
had seen the two men with the robber gang was
William Lang, the man they had dragged into the
cave.
"Young Wild West, we thought we heard some
shooting going o,n down this way," -Jerry Stanley
said, very coolly, as he looked at the boy questioningly.
"I reckon you did," was the reply. "You know
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about the robber gang that has been making it
so warm in and around Tombstone of late, I sup•
pose?"
·
'
"I certainly have heard a lot about them."
"Well, I don't mind telling you that all but two
of them have been cleanaj up. This was the time
when they made a mistake."
"All but two, eh?"
As his brother said this Red Joe turned pale
and looked at the ground. Jerry and Red Joe
permitted Wild to lead them into the house.
"Sit down, gentlemen, " the boy said, pointing
to the table. "I'll call the rest in. Where's the
old Mexican, anyhow?"
Old Jose was nowhere to be seen, but a quick
search revealed him hiding in another room.
"Greaser," the young deadshot said, sternly,
when he was brought out, "just serve these people
with something good to drink. Give them what
they call for, provided you have it."
·
"Si, senor," and the Mexican made a low bow,
though he was .trembling visibly.
Hop Wah was standing outside. He had not
permitted the two villains to see him as yet. Wild
saw that Charlie, Jim and Arietta were keeping a
sharp watch upon Red Joe and his brother, so he
slipped outside.
"Come here, Hop," he said, -in a low tone of
voice. "Now then, I want you to tell me just
about where Stanley pressed his foot when you
were drawn through the.wall and down into the
cellar.
"Me showee velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild,"
and the Chinaman promptly stepped toward the
window.
'
Wild followed him, and after looking in he saw
that neither of the two men were looking that
way, though some of the others who had entered
the house were. But a ·sign from him caused
them to remain silent. Hop then pointed out the
chair he had been sitting upon, and then made
the boy understand just about where the secret
spring was located. Neither of the two robbers
were seated in the chair, but Wild made up his
mind that one of them soon would be. He decided that the victim must be Jerry Stanley, too.
"Hop, you go around to the window· Stanley
said you leaped through, and when I give the
word I want you to jump into the room as quickly
as you can."
"Allee light, Misler Wild, me undelstande e. Me
veddy smartee Chinee," and with a grin on his
yellow face the heathen slipped around the corner
of the house.
Wild walked coolly inside, and finding that all
were present, and that old Jose was ready to
wait upon them, he told them al} to name what
they wanted. The Mexican informed them what
he 'had to sell, and each one in the party called
for something. In a little while the old Mexican
came in with a tray containing glasses, bottles
and a j.ug. As he placed the tray upon the table
Wild noddoo to Stanley and said:
"Jerry, just sit in that chair over there. I prefer to sit here myself."
The villain gave a start, but promptly arose
and sat down in the very chair Hop had occupied
when he was suddenly hurled into the dungeon.
All of them had glasses and cups in their hands.
"Before you drink," the boy said, holding up the
cup of milk he had ordered from the old Mexi-

can, "I want -to say something. But -there ·is one
person who is missing. I'll call him."
Then he shouted the name of Hop loudly. There
was a noise at the window, and into the room
bounded the clever Chinee.
"Hip hi, · hoolay!". he exclaimed, running
straight toward the two at the table with Wild.
Red Joe gave a gasp and settled back in his
chair, while his brother turned pale and remained
ri~id.
'We found the heathen, all right, Jerry," the
boy said, as he looked beneath the table and then
moved his foot that way.
'
"I-I--" stammered the leader of the robber
gang.
At that moment Wild pressed his foot hard
upon the floor. · He could not have done it any
better if he had known exactly where the spring
was. There was a sudden click, and then an opening was disclosed directly behind the man. Like
a catapult it flew backward and disappeare d, the
opening closing immediatel y.
"Bo~," the young deadshot said, turning to
Charlie and Jim, "let Hop take you ·around into
the cave, and I reckon you'll have no trouble in
getting the scoundrel."
·
Then he pulled a revolver and thrust it under
Red Joe's nose.
.
"I reckon you're my prisoner," he !:!,dded.
The bad man did not seem to.have strength to
do anything. He was on the verge of a collapse, "
and permitted . himself to be disarmed without
making the least struggle. Meanwhile Charlie,·
Jim and Hop had made a hasty exit from the
house, tw'i of the passengers of the stage-coach
following them. Red Joe was marched outside
after his hands had been secured behind his back,
and then the young deadshot proceeded to tell the ,
story of the man trap to those who had known
nothing of it. A moment later Cheyenne Charlie
appeared, half d agging Jerry Stanley with him.
There wa~ a cut on the villain's temple, showing
that he must have struck his head when he shot
downward into the dungeon.
"It's all up, Young Wild West," was all he
said. I always made up my mind that I'd take
my medicine when the time came. It's come now."
"All right, Jerry," was the smiling retort. , "I
reckon a Mexican man-trap must be put out of
business. I am going to take it upon myself to
do it, too. Hop!"
"Whatee mattee, Misler Wild?"
"I want you to do a little blowing up. Got
much wfth you to do it with?"
"Me ·g ottee lillee powdee with me, Misler Wild.
Makee velly bigee bang, so be."
·
"All right. Hurry up and get ready, then. I
am going to have this house burned, too."
At that moment old Jose gave a · startled cry
and attempted to run away. But Jim quickly
seized him, and then he was disarmed and bound.
Hop made hurried preparation s, and when he had
manufactu red a good-sized bomb he showed it to
the young deadshot and said:
"Nowlen, me makee velly bigee bang, so be."
"Very well. Jim, just bring that log in. Charlie will help you."
The boy pointed to the log he referred to, and
his partners quickly grabbed it and followed him
into the house. The young deadshot placed this
upon the chair that he knew would spring back( Continued on Page 24)
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ward, and ·arranged it so it could not go all the
war into the opening. Then he pressed the secret
sprmg, and back went the log, striking sideways.
There was a grinding cr~sh as the part of the
wall that opened started to close again, and then
the spring was held tightly in place.
"There you .are, Hop. Just put "it in there and
break up things."
Hop coolly lighted a match, and touching it to
the fuse of the package he had fixed up, he drop' ped it upon the half overturned chair and then
bade them all run. Out of the house they went,
and a few seconds later a loud explosion rang out
and a hole was torn through the roof. Flames
sprang up right away, for it seemed that the
draperies caught fire from the explosion. ·
"That's all right; let it go," the young deadshot said, when he noticed this. "We'll just stay
out here long enough to make sure that the building is going to burn, or all_that will burn, anyhow."
· For over half an hour they all remained watching the flames. The adobe brick that formed the
house were about the only things that did not
catch fire, and the result was that the building
was completely gutted.
"I reckon that will be about all for the present,
gentlemen," the young deadshot. said, nodding to
the stage-coach passengers. "You can proceed
oh your way."
But they seemed in no hurry to go. They
thought perhaps something more was coming.
There was, too, for Wild turned to the two prisoners and demanded of them the money and valuaibles they had stolen from the three tenderfoots,
and also Hop's money.
"It's all in a safe ' at my saloon," Jerry an:
swered, shaking his head sadly.
"All right, then. I'll take you at your word."
The two villains were soon tied upon their own
horses, and then our friends mounted and were
ready to ride away. . The passeygers were ready
to go along, too, so after seemg them off and
bidding William Lang good luck on his journey to
the East, there was a rousing cheer a ll around,
and Young Wild West set out for Tombstone.
There was no little excitement when they arrived
and once it got reported about the town that the
robber gang had been cleaned up and that Jerry
Stanley and his brother Red Joe were the leaders
of it, work ceased almost entirely, and a· mob
formed in front of the Red Star Saloon. Both the
marshal and his men, with the assistance of Wild
and his partners, managed to keep pretty good
order, and it was., not long before Jerry Stanley
opened his safe and produced what was . demanded of him by the young deadshot. There was a
pile of money and jewelry in the safe, t'oo, and
this was taken charge of by the marshal. The
afternoon was pretty well .spent when all this had
been brought about, and Young Wild West and
Arietta, feeling that they had rendered enough
sertl'-ce to the people of Tombstone for the present, sought the hotel.
·
The marshal had taken care of the prisoners,
of course, but it was not more than half .an hour
.later when the mob formed again and the jail was
broken open, the result being that both Jerry
Stanley and Red Joe were lynched and riddled
with bullets. This was something that Young

Wild West was opposed to. But it happened before he could prevent it, so realizing that it would
be useless to say anything anout it, he let tlie
matter drop. Our friends remained at Tombstone
for two days, and when they finally left to look
up something new in the line of adventure, thef
were cheered to the echo and followed a full mile
by the grateful citizens of the town.
_
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S LIVELY LARIAT; or, ROPING -THE
RUSTLERS~
I

THE MOTHERLESS YOUNG
While there is no doubt about the value of a
mother's guidance to baby animals, their chances
when deprived of this protection is much better
than is generally believed. and this because of
ce,r tain instincts which doubtless were implanted
to meet this very emergency.
A striking example of the ability in very young
creatures to live without a parent is seen in the
case of two little rabbits which were taken from
. the nest when but a day old. They got along
splendidly, without any "coaching" whatever soon
began to wabble around and nibble at grass and
oats.
Their keeper is certain that they had never
ha4 been shown any of the things commonly
done by rabbits, yet as soon as they were able
to balance themselves, they sat up, sniffed the air
as rabbits do, and washed their faces with theill'
forepaws, just as raobits before them have dona
for countless generations.

Makes a Good 1-\·esent
Ladles' House Dress (34-38) $1.1~, no,v
$.80, limited.
Ladies' Silk Rayon (34-48) $4.25, now ~2.30,
very limited.
Ladies' Satteen Dress (34-36) $2.50, now
$1.25, very limited.
Ladies' English Broadcloth (38), $6.00, now
$3.00, very limited.
50c Introductory Qift Free with each order.
Sent by P. P., C. 0. D.
K1::,,Qls, 609 Oneida St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Be ADetective
Make Secret Investigations
Earn Big· Money. Work home or travel,
Fascinating work. Excellent opportunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free. Write: -

GEORGE R. WAGNER

Former Government Detective
1968 Broadway, New York

~
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The Boy Who Was Honest
By DIC~ ELLISON
CHAPTER XX.
Getting Into Business.

"No," said Mr. Morgan. "Let each name be
represented . Morgan, Diehl & Hall, Real Estate
Brokers, is quite euphonious ."
"Dot vos righd," cried Gottlieb. "I tink me dot
sounds vell."
"All right," agreed Cliff, with a thrill of pride,
as he already in fancy saw his name neatly.:
painted on the office door and printed on the stationery. "Oh, I tell you, Mr. Morgan, we will
work hard."
"I am sure of it," said the banker, "and that
means success. I shaL have to be a sort of inactive or silent partner. For t):iat reason I ought
not to be entitled to an equal division of the
profits-- "
"That cannot be," said_ Cliff. "This is a business contract, Mr. Morgan."
"All right," agreed Morgan, with a wry face.
"I'll participate if you insist. Now be on hand
tomorrow at ten."
The millionaire took his departure. After he
had gone all sat up until a late hour enthusiasti cally counting up the chances of success.
"Dot vos der nicest man I efer knowed," declared Gottlieb. "I v"os proud to be a partner of
his."
"Yes," cried Cliff. "He is· indeed a nice man.
We are fortunate to have so good a friend. His
influence will almost insure our success. Oh, I
think · we shall prosper greatly, Gottlieb."
"I vos hope so."
Elsie was already asleep with her head on
Cliff's shoulder. So, as the hour was late, all de. •ided to retire.
Cliff slept more sou~dly than for many a night
past. When he awoke, he sprang up much r~freshed.
After breakfast he and Gottlieb prepared to
keep the appointmen t with Mr. Morgan. They left
the house about nine o'clock and took a downtown car.
Gottlieb still had his five thousand dollar German draft on his person. It was his entention to
deposit it in a bank as soon as possible.
The two boys chatted happily all the way down
on the elevated train. They got off at Rector
street and crossed Broadway into Wall Street.
Presently they turned into Broad street. It
was yet early to keep the appointmen t, so they
~ strolled about, watching the throngs of people
going to business for the day. ·
Finally ten o'clock was chimed, and they entered the building of Morgan & Co.
They entered an elevator and were carried to
the next floor. They opened a door which had
Mr. Morgan's name painted on the glass.
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The clerks were at their desks. One of them
met the boys.
"Be seated," he said. "Mr. Morgan has not yet
come down."
The boys sat down: Twenty minutes passed; a
half hour and then three-quart ers.
Finally
eleven o'clock came. The boys had waited an hour .
"Mr. Morgan is late this morning," said one of
the clerks.
"I hope he is not ill," said Cliff.
"To make sure I will call up his house on the
telephone," said the clerk.
This was done. Cliff and Gottlieb listened. The
clerk presently turned and said:
"Perhaps you had better come around again.
Mr. Morgan went away yesterday and has not returned. If you will leave your names I will give
them~o him when he comes in."
The boys were stunned. They left the office
and made thei-r way slowly down to the street.
"I don't understand it," said Cliff. "Mr. Mor,.
gan seemed sincere last night. Something unusual must have occurred to detain him."
"Maybe he changed his mind," said Gottlieb,
"Sometime s peoples do dot."
"No," said Cliff, positively, "Mr. Morgan is not
that i.ort of man. I can't understand it. He may
be ill. At least, we will wait and call again later
in the day."
It was a matter of much disappointm ent to the
boys. In fact, they were at a complete loss what
to do. Their plans were all upset.
Gottlieb, however, wanted to deposit his money
in a bank. Cliff knew the bank where Mr. Morgan kept a large deposit, so he took the German
boy there and the draft was deposited to Gottlieb's credit.
The boys now were at a loss what to do. Finally
a happy thought came to Cliff.
He knew the location of the office spoken of by
Mr. Morgan as a good one to rent for the real estate firm.
"I'll tell you, Gottlieb," he said, "we will go
right ahead with our plans just the same as if
Mr. Morg;i.n was with us. For some reason_ he
has been detained. I have no doubt he will explain it all right later. Let us look at the office
and hire it. Then we can decide what furnishings are needed."
"All righd," said Gottlieb, with alacrity. "Maybe we go into peeseness by ourselves, anyvay.
Why not?"
"We'll try it," said Cliff, bravely. "Of course
we shall need Mr. Morgan's assistance very much.
I can't believe that he was not sincere. We will
go ahead just as if he was with us."
So they turned in Nassau street. Th_ey found
the office at the number mentioned by Mr. Morgan. The rent was sixteen dollars per month.
Gottlieb paid this with a check on his bank account.
Now we will have the firm name printed on the
door," said Cliff, who already felt the rising
acumen of a business man. "We shall need a
carpet and two desks and some chairs. There
must be stationery, and we must have account
books. We can keep our own books for a while."
"AH righd," agreed Gottlieb, who was certainly game. "I vos pay for dem."
"We will keep an account of all these expenditures," said Cliff. "I am indebted for one-thi.1-d
of them)'
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A sign painter was found. In less than an hour
the sign was on the door, reading :

With Gottlieb behind him, he entered the banker' s
office.
As it happen ed, Mr. Harris was alone in his
"MORG AN, DIELH & HALL,
private office. Cliff was ushered in with Gott"Real Estate and.Ins urance. "
lieb still in his rear.
"Ah, Mr. Harris, " said Cliff, in a busines s-like
"There you are," said Cliff, with satisfac tion.
way, "please accept my card. As you will see by
"Now to get some furnitu re, Gottlieb ."
Cliff, while in Mr. Morgan 's office, had become its content s, I am at present in the real estate
familia r with office appoint ments. He knew of a busines s in Nassau street. I should like very
mu.ch to have your patrona ge. I can assure you ,
dealer in second- hand office outfits. •
A visit was made to his place. For fifty dol- that we will do all we can to merit your confi- lars a carpet or rough matting , a rail to divide dence. This is my partner , Mr. Diehl. The
the desk room, ·two small desks and a table, a let- senior membe r of our firm is Mr. Edward Morter-pres s and a few other small offic~ fixtures were gan, of Morgan & Co. That should be an assurance of our respons ibility."
secured .
Mr. Harris glanced at the card and then
These the dealer was able to deliver at once,
so in a couple of hours more the office of Morgan , squinte d hard at Cliff. His face wore an inscrutDiehl & Hall was furnish ed in quite a resp~ct able able express ion.
"Oh, yes," he said; "is Morgan giving up bankmanner .
Cliff and Gottlieb seated themsel ves by the big ing to take up real estate? What does it mean?"
"Oh, no, sir," said Cliff, quickly. "As you well
window and leoked at each other. There was a
know, Mr. Morgan is too busy to give his attenpuzzled express ion on the German boy's face.
tion persona lly to any outside busines s. He is a
Cliff read it at a glance. He laughed .
"I know what you're thinkin g of, Gottlieb ," he silent partner ."
The banker' s face cleared .
.said. "You are wonder ing how all this is going
"Oh, I see," he said, with an indulge nt smile.
to make money for us. Well, if Mr. Morgan was
here that question would be answere d quickly. "Morga n was telling me all about you.- He conHe could at once begin to send hir, friends in to siders you entirely innocen t of that charge of
place their busines s in our hands. His own busi- c'o mplicity in the burglar y. I don't really believe
ness is of almost enough volume to keep us going. the story myself. But how ·do you expect to get...
Oh, we'll be all right, Gottlieb. We've got the any busines s until that is ciisproved, Cliff?"
office, and we have got the start. Now we must . "It will be disprov ed, sir, within two days," re. get the busines s, even without t'ne aid of. Mr. plied Cliff. "D~tect ive Bates has promise d that
positive ly. Then people will h_a ve confidence i~
Morgan ."
Gottlieb 's face brighten ed. He had suprem e me, I believe. "
confidence in Cliff. He believed that he was on
Harris, the shrewd man of large affairs, looked
the level.
into the eager, flushed young face. Perhap s he
. rememb ered his own boyhood, when the world
looked as easy-an d as full of large possibil ities to
him as it did now to Cliff.
CHAPT ER XXI.
'
His face softene d a trifle. He glanced at Gottlieb.
Getting A Start.
"You are sincere in this attemp t to start busiGottlieb had unboun ded faith fr Cliff, but, like ness, Cliff?"
tt'lany German s, he was practica l. He based noth"I am, sir."
in~ upon fancy.
"Is it really true as it reads on this card, that
.
.
'All righd," he said. "But hi;-,v we vos gomg you h~e opened an office in Nassau street?"
t) get dot beesene ss?"
"Yes, sir."
·
"That I will show you," said Cliff, briskly. "For
"Do you realize the difficulty of organiz
the present we must close our o~c~ _and go_ out. a busines s and creating it,-as it were?" ing sue});
·
Jt will be necessa ry to do some sohc1tm g until we
"I think I do, sir."
get started. Then adverti sing a1:d influenc e will
"Oh, I see! You count on Morgan 's influenc e ·
do the rest.
to build up your busines s?"
"Now I know of a number of r ich men in New
"Not altogeth er, sir. We shall persona lly soand Broad streets who I think will give us rent licit. We shall try,
to merit patrona ge by prompt
collections. They are friends of Mr. Morgan . We attentio n to clients,
strict honesty in all dealwill go into the printer' s down here and have ings. In fact, sir, and
we shall do busines s on the
some cards struck off. These WP. will distribu te level.
in all the offices hereabo uts, solicitin g c·o llection s
The banker coughed slightly . He turned and
and other busines s. It is a small beginni ng, Gott- took some papers
from
a
pigeon- hole of his desk.
lieb, but once we get started I e1in we will suc"Have you any clients as yet?" he asked.
ceed."
Cliff reflecte d a moment . He believed that it
Gottlieb fell in with the plan at on·ce. They would be better to let
the banker know the truth.
found a printer and had the
rds set up and
"Not yet, sir. You are the first whose patronprinted while they waited. With the ink still new age we have solicited
.
on them, the two boys set out on their arduous
Harris smiled and glanced at Gottlieb .
task.
"I see. This is your partner ?"
Cliff knew a wealthy banker iin Broad street,
"Yes, sir."
named Simon Harris. He had often visited him
"I suppose Morgan stands back of you? He
with messag es from Morgan .
would become your surety? In other words, he
Cliff selected him as the first possible client. furnish es tl).e capital?
"
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"Not at all," replied Cliff. "Mr. Diehl here .\las
nearly five tl\ousand dollars in the Park Bank;
Mr. Morgan furnishes a like sum. I shall furn1sh my share in notes, payable from my part of
the profits."
- Harris looked sharply at Gottlieb.
"This is all very interesting," he said. "Now,
you know, Cliff, that business i,s a hard-headed
science and has no kinship with friendship. Can
you show me that your partner here has five
thousand dollars in the Park Bank?" ,
"Yes, sir," replied Cliff, promptly. "Show him
your bank book, Gottlieb."
"I vos do dot, all righd," said the German boy,
and he showed the book. Mr. Harris wh\,'ltled
· softly. His manner became more than ever genial.
"This is all very interesting," he said. "I can
only say that you are making a bold, honest start,
Cliff. As soon as this is fully known, I believe
you will find others·who will be pleased to patronize you as well as I., I certainly wisl). you all success. I have over ·a million dollars invested in
renting property . in New York. I will place the
whole business in your hands if you prove that
you can handle it. First, though, I shall only give
you a small 'amount. Here are rent rolls amounting to ten thousand dollars in Harlem. You can
take charge of them, and I will . not ask you for
'bonds. If you do well and prove that you are
worthy of confidence, I shall be pleased to give
you more business."
Cliff's heart gave a leap.
"Thank you, Mr. Harris," he cried. "This is
worth a great deal to us. Oh, I feel sure now
that we shall succeed."
"You will," said Harris, confidently. "I have
long threatened to fak~ my business away from
the agent who at present has it, for I believe he
is a rascal. More than . this, I will give you my
name as refer'ence, by and by. That will help
you."
"Mr. Harris, you are very kind," declared Cliff,
earnectly. "I can only reiterate that I will do all
in my power to merit your patronage."
"That's all right, my boy. I am sure of that.
Take these rent rolls to the clerk in the anteo.ffice and let him check them 'off· and charge them
to you. Call again soon."
Cliff, with a thrilling sense of success, complied. When the rolls had been checked off, and
he had left the office with them in his pocket,
he was indeed happy.
"Gottlieb," he cried, triumphantly, "we have got'
a mighty start. The income from what I have
here will net one of us a moderate living. We
are sure to succeed. We shall soon have our
~usiness securely established."
The German boy's eyes danced with delight. Together now they visited office after office.
In some places they met with cold dismissal.
In others there was a promise to consider their
p-roposition. In only one other office did Cliff positively secure the promise of business.
Late in the afternoon, foot-sore and hungry, but eager with their enterprise, they teturned to
~ - their office. For an hour Cliff worked, entering
the rent rolls on his books.
It was like a dream to Cliff. In a few hours
they had organized a business which, from the
nucleus they had already secured, might yet be
:worked up to great magnitude.
A few moments later, having locked the office,
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Cliff and Gottlieb started for home. They were
hungry and eager to tell the story of their day's
doings to Mrs. Thorley.
They little suspected what the next hour was
to bring forth.
CHAPTER XXII.
A Mysterious Disappearance.
Cliff and Gottlieb crossed the square and boarded an \elevated train at Park Place. They were
soon bowli:og away uptown.
"To-morrow, Gottlieb," said Cliff, "we will begin the collection of Mr. Harris' rents. You can
do the collecting while I am out soliciting new
business. We will have some stationery printed
to-morrow."
Filled with plans for the future, the boys talked enthusiastically all the way home. Cliff did
buy a newspaper as he left the train, but he did
not glance at it till he got home.
.
As the boys entered they were warmly welcomed by Mrs. Thorley and Elsie. The good woman had a steaming meal all ready for them.
The boys did justice to it. Then they told the
story of the day's doings.
Mrs. Thorley listened with interest and with
pride. Elsie clasped her hands and was completely absorbed.
"Oh, Cliff!" she said. "I know you will get very
rich!"
~
At this Cliff and Gottlieb laughed merrily. Just
then Cliff drew the newspaper from his pocket. ·
"It is curious that you did not find Mr. Morgan in his office," said Mrs. Thorley. "He. seemed
very enthusiastic over the plan when he was here
last night."
"Something unavoidable surely detained him,"
said Cliff. "I am sure, though, he will approve of
the start we made to-day."
Just then Cliff unfolded the newspaper. The
first thing his gaze rested upon was a glaring
headline. With a cry of horror he held the paper
at arm's length, staring at it wildly.
"See, see!" he cried. "Oh something awful
has happened. It is villainy 1 again! Oh, what
shall we do?"
The headline was read by the others:
"Mysterious Disappearance of Edward Morg ~.. 1,
the Broad Street Railroad Magnate. He left hu,
home yesterday afternoon and no trace can be
found of him. Detectives are out from the Central Office scouring the country for him. He was
last seen in the company of Detective Bates.
Neitber can be found. There is a dark suspicion
of foul play of which both may have been victims."
Aghast with this bit of news, Cliff was for a
time- unable to speak or act. A horrible fear had
seized upon him.
He knew that the hour had been late when Mr.
Morgan took his departure from the flat the night
before. On his way to get the car he would have
to pass through a dark and lonely street.
It was almost certain that he had ·been set upon
by lurking foes and either murdered or forced
into a car and car'ried away.
( To be continued.) ,
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shen in The Spectat<Yr, London. Nobody but' she
fed it; the pair were quite jnseparable. When the
poor woman fell ill and remained in bed, the dog
showed the greatest ~neasiness. It went up and
down to her bedroom all day, constantly whining.
After she died they bFought her down and laid
her out in the kitchen to what they call in Ireland
"wake her." The dog, seeing her body lying
there, went up to her, got on· his hind legs as if
to examine her, then gave the most piteous howl, -,:
and fell over dead.
This pathetic story can be vouched for by some
dozen people, who were present at the wake, and
it makes one feel how true are the words; "It
has. pleased the Almighty to endow the dog with
two of His own most divine attributes, unchanging constancy and unpurchasable love."

••

FRED KNIGHT, Prea. and Tr_,
R. w. lllARB, Vlce-Prea. and llec.
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LAUGH S

"Aw, what good is percentage?" growled little
Tommy. "Now, Tommy," asked his teacher reproachfully, "don't you want to learn how to figHOGS, LIKE HOMING PIGEONS, FIND WA y . ure batting averag_es_?_"_ __
Henry Rogler and C. A. Matti, farmers, near
"Some time ago you called me the worst scounMatfield Green, Kas., are convinced hogs have a drel you ever met. Will you take back those
sense of direction and a home loving instinct.
words now?" "Surely I'll do that. · Since then..
When the flood waters of the South Fork swept I've found one who is much worse than you."
··
away 100 head of swine belonging to Rogler and
fort~Jwned by Matti, both men decided they were
"How fur is it ter de land er content?" "It's
lost.
·
'cordin' ter how ·much faith you got. Ef you
After the flood receded, however, the hogs think you is in it, dar you is. An' ef you don'tstarted coming back and now all but half a dozen well, its ten miles further on!"
are back in their pens.
The celebrated soprano was in the middle of
WORLD'S LARGEST ORGAN IS FINISHED
her solo when little Freddie said to his mother,
The biggest organ in the world has just been refening to the conductor of the orchestra:
completed in Liverpool Cathedral. It was begun "Why does tha.t man hit at the woman with his
before the war, almost as soon as the building stick?" "He's _not hitting at her," replied .his
was completed, but work had to be interrupted mother; "keep quiet." "Well, then, what is she
hollerin' for?"
while the struggle was on.
Now that it is ready, not only Liverpool, but
England and by special request, America are
"Well, dad, here we· are," said the young man
going to hear it, for recitals from the cathedral who had persuaded his father to attend a boxing
will be broadcast and relayed from Daventry. match. "I'll warrant you'll get more excitement
rhe interest of American musicians in the new in- for your $2 than you ever got in your life before."
!'trument is quite extraordinary, and many "Huh! I doubt that," grunted the old man. ,.,.·
American organists will attend the dedication "Two dollars was all I paid for my marriage
license."
service.

INTERESTING ARTICLES

DRY AGENT ISN'T 1N BURGLAR CLASS,
COURT DECIDES _
What is the difference between a burglar and a
prohibition agent?
·
That seemingly simple question p1·oved a poser
for Patrolman Fishman, so he arrested John J.
Kerrigan of No. 643 East Fourteenth street, a
Federal prohibition agent, and Joseph Mazza, of
No. 608 East Sixteenth street, when he found
burglars' tools in thei-r automobile.
Both men were released in Yorkville Court
when it was explahiMl the tools were used for
destroyng s,1hed stills, a:1d a blackjack found in
t11u r,:,.!" 'iii?~ f,1.ken ir, a liquor raid.
DIED OF A BROKEN HEART
My gardener\: wife, who died the other day,
had a little h,,lj>breed Irish terrier that never
left her. •fatJ" ~ .&izht, writes Wm. Tower Town-

"I spent all the morning teaching my wife to
drive the -car." "But you were absent from the
office. all day." "Yes; I spent the afternoon
apologizing for the remarks I made during the
morning lesson."
"Mother," said_ Bobby, "can I be a preacher
when I grow .up?" "Of course you may, dear, if
you want to." "Yes, I do. 1 s'pose I've got to
go to church all my life anyhow; an' it's a good
deal harder to sit still than it is to walk around
and ·holler."
Speaking of 1·ailroads, here is this one: .N.
highbrow traveler at the St. Johnsbury station
approached the Portland express, which was made
up and ready to start. "Is this train ready for
occupancy?" he asked. Trainman-No, sir. This
train goes to Concord, Whitefield and Portland.n
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A MADMAN'S
HALLUCINATION
Few outside of those who have a direct interest in managing asylums for the insane have any
• idea of the constant care needed to keep the in·
mates within bounds and out of mischief. One man imagines himself an executioner and
must be closely watched, but he manages to
strangle some other unfortunate less hardy and
strong than himself. .
Another imagines that he has a humble bee
inside of his head, and vainly seeks to coax the
insect out through his ears, and failing in this
he must be watched Jest with some instrument
he should tear his eai: and destroy his hearing
forever, or perhaps dash his , ead against the
wall, in hopes of thus liberating the annoying
invader of his brain.
But by far the worst class of cases are t~ose
of a semi-melanch oly nature, where the patient
is given to continual brooding, for such cases are
apt to develop a cunning th.at almost surpas~es
belief, and need constant care lest they .do mischief to themselves or others. A notable mstance
""of· this kind has just occurred to me.
A sedan rolled up to the door of the asylum
· one day and a party of four entered the private
office of' Doctor Brooks, who, in- his professional
way, glanced over the party; one, ?f w!1om he
rightly conjectured wa!' to be _left m. hi~ _care.
He had little trouble m selectmg the mdividual
who was to be assigned to his keeping, though
only a nervo11s shifting and glitter of the eyes
marked the difference between him and those who
had -bfought him thither.
!' A bad case " -the doctor mentally said, as he
noted that bright eye, filled with cunning, noticing every particular of the .~~ce. . .
"This is Doctor Brooks? mquirmgly said a
middle-aged gentleman.
.
'!At your service," the doctor replied, with a

bow.
"My

. h"is given
.
brother here-Harve y 1s
name,,._,as tahen a notion that he would like to take
up his residence here. This is a bachelors' club,
isn't it?"
.
Taking this cue, the doc~or ans:wered m t~e
affirmative and then addressed himself to his
new charg;, who, however, could only be induced
to reply in monosyllable s.
The doctor rang a bell, and an attendant appeared, to whom the do~tor h~nded ~ slip of
paper, on which were. written mstruct10n~, and
at the same time turnmg to Harvey, he said:
"Harvey, allow me to introduce to you John
~a very nice fellow. and a confii·med old ~acheIor. He will show you over the club rooms 1f you
will kindly bear him company."
His fancies thus humored, the poor fellow fol.).owed John without a moment's hesitation.
.., · "His peculiarities of mind arise from these
facts " exclaimed the brother; "engaged to marry
a gJl whom he dearly loved, she was waylaid
and murdered the day before that appointed time
for the wedding. The shock proved too much for
bun, and his mind gave way. He now hates the
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sight of women, but his most dangerous symptom
is that he will suddenly become suspicious of someone as being the murderer of his bride, ana if
he gets the opportunity will surely do them harm.
At times he seems to have lucid intervals, which
are followed by deep melancholy, and these are
the times when he needs closest watching."
The doctor afterward found that this outline
of Harvey's case was a faithful one, and acted
accordingly.
Harvey had been an inmate of the asylum several months, when one day the keeper reported
him as conversing in the most rational manner,
and intimated that he seemed restored.
't'--h e doctor at once visited him, and took him
out for a walk about the grounds. Harvey talked
in a most sensible manner, with not the slightest
trace of an unbalanced mind.
"Tell me truly," he at last said, "is yonder
building we have just quitted an insane asylum-?"
"Why, no, what put such an idea in your
head?"
"The men in the hall all seem to act strangely,
and I noticed they kept the doors shut." ·
"That isn't anything; suppose we return now?
Will you favor me with another walk this afternoon?"
_
"As you please."
The doctor had a purpose in asking this ques. tion, and it became apparent when that afternoon he brought Harvey suddenly face to face
with a woman.
For one minute a delightful expression rested
on Harvey's face, then it became clouded with
gloom, and he brokenly murmured ·:
"Poor-poor Elnore."
The doctor's experiment had failed, and from
that moment all efforts to rouse the poor fellow
were useless, his melancholy increasing hourly.
Remembering what had been told him, Doctor
Brooks gave orders to have him carefully watched.
Harvey's melancholy had settled to a sullen
nervousness by the next morning, and the doctor,
who went to the dining-room during breakfast,
noticed that his eyes had in them smoldering
fire that brooded mischief.
Then, as he was about to leave the room, the
doctor turned as a quick cry of alarm rang out,
and just in time to save his life, for Harvey
was bounding toward him with table-knife in
his hand.
Used to such emergencies, the doctor sprang
upon Harold at once, and seized his wrists with
a tight grip; the attendants came to his aid,
and Harvey was conducted to his room and there
locked in.
They thought of putting him into a straitjacket, but decided against it as he appeared t()
be quite calm as the day progressed, and at supper time was more than ordinarily docile and
tractable; but the doctor shook his -- head in a
dissatisfied way as he glanced into Harvey's eyes,
which now and then furtively swept the apartment with a cunning look.
The doctor's watchfulness was rewarded by
seeing Harvey stealthily take a carving=-knife and
conceal it, of which he informed the attendant.
"Someone has taken a carving-knife ," said the
attendant, looking sharply at Harvey. "T. kinow
who it is, but will say no more if it is put right
back."
Wj.th a cunning expression, Harvey sli_pped the
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lmife back on the table, when he thought himself unseen by the attendant.
"Dick," said the doctor to the hall-man that
evening, "take special care of Harvey. I'm uneasy about him."
"All right, sir," was the reply. "He won't
be able to put any games over me."
"I know you're especially trustworthy, yet I
can't help cautioning you particularly about him.
He's very cunning; look out he don't outwit you."
"Never fear," was the reply, and Dick unlocked the door of the hall, let out the keeper,
and then took up his lonely vigil, for each of
the lunatics was by this time in . his own little
room for the night, and most of them were asleep.
Several hours had passed, and then a low moan
reached the keeper's ears, and starting up, he listened intently.
Again it came from the furthe ...· end of the hall.
Going that way, he heard it once more repeated,
and located it as coming from Harvey's room.
Instantly the doctor's injunction fl.ashed across
his mind.
"Can he be up to any game 7" muttered Dick.
Again came a moan, as if the person who uttered it was· in distress.
It was no uncommon thing for some of them
to be taken sick during fie night, which went
far to quiet Dick's suspicions.
"Harvey!" he called. "Harvey!"
The reply was another moan.
' "Harvey!"
A reply was given which was unintelligible to
Dick, who asked:
"What is the matter? Are you sick?"
"Yes."
"How?"
"I'm all cramped up," was the groaning answer, and Dick's hand was on the latch, when
he paused, as- he thought he heard a low chuckle.
"Oh--0h--0h !" moaned Harvey, and Dick heard
the bed squeak as though he were writhing in
pain.
Convinced that he had been mistaken regarding
the chuckle, he opened the door and stepped into
the room, letting in a flood of light from the hall.
tlarvey lay on the bed with his features drawn
up as if in pain, with no eyes visible, save a singularly bright line of glistening light. Di ~k's
eyes went rapidly about the small compartment,
and they noted one fact, that the chair stood
tilted back against the wall in a strange position,
and that it had been pl2,ced so as to conceal the
fact that one of its heavy legs was m1ssmg.
Considering himself ..more than a match for
Harvey if he should prove treacherous, Dick advanced to the side of the bed.
Harvey asked to be raised up .
Dick started to comply with the request, which
necessitated his bending down and clasping both
arms about Harvey, who, quick as a flash, made
himself rigid, brought out the hand that had been
concealed beneath the covers. Dick saw that the
hand held the missing chair leg, and sought to
ward off the blow, bt:t failed; it fell on his bare
head with crushing force, and he fell like a log.
Now the cunning of the maniac became apparent, showing that he had planned the whole affair witA an intelligence that a sound mind might
envy.

Picking up t4e keeper, he flung him ui the bed
and then began :rifling his- pockets in search of
the keys to the hall door. He found them as
also an object which brought a gleam of sa;age
joy to his face-it was a dagger.
Tip_toeing along the hall, or "ward," as it is
techmcally called, he reached the door leading
to the hall and staircase. With remarkable skill
he fitted the proper keys to the lock, and, stepping outside, carefully closed the door behind
him.
- "Elnore-Elnore!" he plaintively called. "Come
to me, Elnore !"
A minute passed.
•
'.,'.She comes-she comes-she whispers 'revenge
me,i Darling-darling-you shall be revenged."
He became rigidly erect as he finished, and
then he softly stole downstairs, having memory
enough to recollect that the doctor's office was
on the ground floor.
The lower floor was reached, and by the aid
of the dimly burning hall light he saw the bolted
and locked but unguarded door; for one instant
a thought of liberty crossed his mind, and he
started toward the door.
_ A gleam of light from a room nearby struck
his eye, and t-oward i:t' he stole.
. Ga.zing into the room he saw that it was empty,
and that the light which had attracted his notice
came through the half open door of an inner
room.
Doctor Brooks used this inner room or office
as a library and medicine room, and its only
furniture, besides the shelves of books and bottles, was a common pine table, on which stood
·paper, pens and ink.
He ha'd been writing and then sat with pen in
hand, while he thoughtfully mused over something.
.
He thought he heard a cat-like tread, but- attributed it to imagination; the spell was broken
an instant later by a wild, elfin screech.
"Good gracious!" he exclaimed, shuddering
from head to foot.
He glanced up.
There before him was Harvey, whose eyes were
gleaming with deadly hatred as he bounded to
the opposite side of the table, ready to strike a
fatal blow.
So, hastily catching up a chair by its back,
th~ doctor swung it abov:e- his head and struck
an energetic blow at his antagonist. Falling on
his shoulders, the legs were snapped off like pipe-stems.
"Help!" cried the doctor lustily, as he again
swung the chair upward to beat off the raging
madman.
Wildly they struggled, while they heard footsteps rushing toward theJscene. It was a period
of agonized feehng to the 'doctor ere they arrived , just as the chair was pulled from his grasp
and b.., fell headlong to the floor.
"Ha, ha! ho, ho!" screamed the maniac. "Dead
-dead-dead-Elnore, you are avenged!" and
planting a foot upon the doctot's body he waved
back the others.
Taking the cue, the doctor lay motionless, in
an agony of suspense.
Then the maniac plunged the dagger into his
own breast and fell dead.

)
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
NAVY FLIER DROPS 2,000 FF.ET IN
ALASKAN PEAK'S AIR POCKET
After dropping 2,000 _feet in a natural vacuum,
Lieutenant Wyatt of the navy's Alaskan Aviation
Survey, is convinced that climbing mountains by
-...airplane is not so easy as it looks.
Seeking a close-up picture of the top of Mount
Fairweathe r, 15,480 feet high, he showed his machine up through violently bumpy air until he
reached an altitude of 14,400 feet. There he ran
into an air pocket so large that his plane dropped
to the 12,500-ioot level before its wings took hold
again.
ONE KISS PER FILM IS JAPANES E RULING
Japanese folks do not like to see kissing in
public and therefore film stars are not permitted
to osculate on the screen.
In six months up to September, reports Ira C.
Urlich, American film salesman, just home from
Japan, police censors removed 2,350 kisses from
popular films. Only one kiss was permitted to
remain. It was a kiss granted by the princess
to her father in the "Thief of Bagdad. Over 500
embraces were eliminated from film stories and
~b.e titles of over 2,000 were altered to conform
to Japanese morals.
Many murder seen.es were killed and the sh_ow
of guns in several mstances removed. Durmg
the period, but thirty-seve n films were prohibited;
Japanese like America pictures and the majority
o!_ them go over with little change.
SOME OF THE COSTS OF THE LATE
WHOLLY NEEDLES S AND INSANE
BLUNDER
In the "New York Times" a short time ago, Mr.
Oulahan's article on th~ late war, editorially eommented upon by the "Times," gives us the following:
.
. .
Cost in money, $80,000,00 0,000-e1gh ty- b1lhon
gold dollars.
Cost to the belligerent s of Europe, $70,000,0000jlO.
Cost to the United States, $10,000,000,000.
For all European belligerents the equivalent of
one-quarte r of the national wealth.
'
For the European belligerent nations, S-,500,000
killed and wounded, to say nothing of the vast
army of crippled and diseased.
.
The United States spent two and one-half times
as much money in the war as on all of its previous

wars.

During nineteen months of_ actual hosti_lities in
which it was engaged, the Umted States disbursed
84 per cent of the total expenditur es of the government from 1791 to 1916.
The "Times" editorial also says that the communistic experiment has cost more lives in Russia
than the 8,500,000 killed in the war and that the
·sfa.ndard of living· in Russia is one-half lower than
before the war.
It also says that with the enlarged means of
destruction invented since the armistice, the next
war would mean something beyond the power of
one's imaginatio n.

400-POUN D HORSE WEIGHS 300 ON THREE
LEGS, YOUTHS TELL JUDGE IN
MENTALI TY TEST
To four youths caught in the net of the law and
reported .to be mental defectives Judge Otto Rosalsky in General Sessions propounded this question: "A horse weighing 400 pounds stands on
four legs. How much does he weigh?"
"Four hundred pounds," chorused the prisoners.
"Now said the Court quickly, "the horse has
shifted and he is standing on three legs. How
much does he weigh ? "
The answer came prompt and in unison,
"Three hundred pounds."
"Suppose he stood on two legs?" queried Judge
Rosalsky.
Opinion was divided. Two of the youths held
the horse would weigh 200 pounds, one contended
its weight would be 100 pounds, and the fourth,
while agreeing with the latter, ventured that the
weight might be less.
"Who was the first President of the United
States?" Judge Rosalsky asked.
"George Washingto n," was the prompt response.
"Who was the fourth President? " they were
asked. The four prisoners were silent.
"This is the best test iri' determinin g the mental
status of alleged. ment~l defectives," Judge
Rosalsky told the Jurors In court. "I have put
those qu1:stions to school teachers and, much to
my surprise, have floored some of them. Curious
isn't it?"
'
CARPENT IER KNOCKS OUT SWINDLE R IN
. PARIS; LANDS RIGHT TO 'PHE JAW;
RETRIEVE S $182 'LOAN'
George$ Carpentier just missed being the victim
of a confidence man a short time ago in a Paris
bar, but he got his own back up and landed a
right-hand swing to the chin of the would-be defra~der before he called a police]llan and recovered his money.
•
Georges w~~ fairly taken in by an elegant young
man who cLam1ed half a dozen mutual acquaintan ces. There was talk of big business and an invitation to dinner.
On the way, the young man had a payment to
make and, being just a little short, touched Georges for $182. They drove to the Crillon Hotel,
where the young man was staying. If Georges
would be so-patient as to wait in the cab, his host
would refill his pocketbook .
But Georges did not wait in the cab. He got out
and walked to the corner of the Place de la Concorde just in time to see his young friend slipping
out by a door of the hotel into Rue Boissy d'Anglais.
Georges can still run and he is not above fighting for $182. He caught his man in a snappy
sprint, and, just to teach him better manners and
to prevent any kind of trouble, gave him one to
the jaw. T:ien he called a policeman, explained
that it was not his usual habit to fight in the
street and asked the man of the law to search the
pockets of bi.s victim. Thereupon the "loan" was
promptl.y 1·epa.icL
'
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusi13g.

They contain

•

Valuable Information on Almost
Wild West and the Broncbo Boss; or,
Ever y Subject.
Catching a Crafty Cattleman.
1213 " At Six Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
,
1214 " Trapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and the
NAPOLEON'S OR ACULUM AND DRE AM
No. L
Secret Pasaage.
B OOK. -Containing the great oracle of human destiny,
12115 " Locating a Lode; or, T h e Orphans of Bo,vfe
also the true meaning of almost any kind of d reams
Bar.
1216 " Government Contract; or , Arletta and t he Pon:,
~~~~;~er with charms, ceremonies and curiou s games of
Express.
No. 2. H OW TO DO T RICKS.- T ae great book of
1217 " Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper ot the
magic and card tricks, containing !ull instructions on
B. B . Ranch.
all leading card tricks of the day, also the most popular
1218 " TwPlvP. Shots: or, Arletta and the Raiders.
magical illusions as performed by our leading magi1219 " and the Golden Image; or, Lured to the Valley
cians; every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
of Death.
Liberty.
tor
Leaf.
Arletta's
or,
Raid;
a
/ 1220 " Balking
No. 3. HOW T O FLIRT. -The arts -a nd wiles ot
Hunting in the Sierras; or, Ar etta and the
flirtation are fully explained by this little book. Be1221
Cinnamon Bear.
sides the various methods of handkerchief, tan, g love
1222 " Sllving the Block-house; or, Arietta and the
parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contains a full list
of the language and sentiment of flowers.
Allles Attack.
N o. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST. -A 1l8eful
1223 " and the Redskin Traitor; or, The Siege In t he
and instructive book, giving a comple te treatise on
Sand Hills.
chemistry; also experiments in acoustics, mechanics,
1224 " Holding a Herd: or, Arletta's Fiery Race
12215 " and the Ten Cow-Punchers; or, Besting a Bad . mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons.
Bunch.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOl\lE A VENT RILOQUI8T.-By
1226 " Caught in a Cavern ; or, Arletta's Shot In the
Harry Kennedy. Every intelligent boy reading this
Dark.
book of instructions can master the art, and create any
1227 " Dividing the Gold; or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
amount of fun for himself and friends.
1228 " After the Trail Thieves ; or, Arletta's RoundNo. 10. HOW TO BOX.- The a r t or self-defense made
Up.
easy. Containing over thirty illustrations of guards
1229 " And -the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old Hunter's
blows, and the different positions of a 400d boxer:
SPcret.
Every boy should obtain one of these Ut!eful and in 1230 " Radn g a Flood; or, Arietta Shooting the
structive books, as it will teach you how to box witho ut
Rapids
an instructor.
1231 " and "Pinto Peter"; or, The Fight at Buckhorn
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most
Ranch.
comple te little book, containing full directions for writ1232 " E scaping Death: or, Arietta's Fifty Mile Race.
ing love-le tters, and when to use them, giving specimen
1233 " Lost on the Desert; or, The Luck a Sand Storm
letters for young and old.
Brought.
HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETI- •'
No. 13.
1234 " And the Broken Gun; or, Arietta's Quick Wit.
QUETTE.-It is a great life secret, and one that every
1235 ' Fightinl? the Cowboys; or, The Doom of the
~~~:'fn n;_fn desires to know all about. There's hn,ppi,
" 1:iurrah" Outfit.
1236 " and the Death Dip; • or, Arletta Fighting the
No. 15. HOW TQ BECOi\lE RICH.-This wonderful
Smelter Fiends.
book presents you with the example and life experience
1237 " And "Tarantula Tom": or-, The Worst "Bad
of some of the most noted and wealthy men in the
Man" In Arizona.
world. For those wbo aspire to fame and fortune, this
1238 " and the Silent Six; or, Arietta•s Round-Up in
,
book will give you the secret.
a Cave.
No. 16. now TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.1239 " and "Broken Bow"; or, The Siege of tho
Containing .J'ull instructions for constructing a window
Settlers.
garden either in town or country, and the most ap1240 " Gathering Gold; or, Arietta's Wonderful F'ind.
proved methods for raising beautiful flowers at home.
1241 " Showing His Skill; or, The Shoot-Up \at "ShowNo. 17. BOW TO DRESS.- Containing full instrucDo,vn."
tion in th e art of dressing and appearing well at home
1242 " Among thf! Apaches; or, Arietta and the Death
and abroad, giving the selections of colors, material, and
Pit.
bow to have them made up.
, 1243 " and the Government 'Detective; or, Tracking a
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.- One ot
Tricky Thief
the brightest a nd most valuable- little books ever given
1244 " Canght On the Cliffs: or, Arietta's Desperate
to the world. Eve rybody ,vishes to know bow to become
•
Climb.
beautiful, both male and female.
1245 " and the R ancb man's Boy; or, The Sheep HerdNo. 29 . .JlOW TO BECOl\lE AN INVENTOR.-Everyt•r's RevPnge.
body should know how inventions originated. This book
1246 " ' and the Rival Outfits; or, Arletta's Fight On
expla jns them a_ll, givin_g examples _in electricity, by•
the Cattle R ange.
drauhcs, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, I\lechanics, etc.
1247 " With the Cavalry; or, The Fight at Bear rass.
No. 30. HO~ TO COOK.-pne of the ipost instructiva
1248 " Finding a Fortune; or, Arietta and the Flooded
books on cooking ever pubhshed. It contains recipes"Claim.
for cooking meats, fish, g11me, and oysters; also piesa
1249 " and the Mexican R ai ders; or. Exposing a
puddings, cakes a nd au kinds of pastry, and a gran
Cattle King
collection of recipes. .
1250 " anrl the Dynamite Fiends; or, Arietta and
No. 37. no,v TO KEEP HOUSE.-lt contains inforth!' AYeng-ers.
m ation for ever ybo dy, boys, girls, men and women· it
1251 " and th<' Tenderfoot"s L egacy ; or, Baffling the
wj)) teach yo u how to make a lmos t anything around
('ln irn Jumpers.
the house; such ,as parlo r ornaments, brackets, cements.
Aeolian harpq, and bird lime for catching birds.
1252 " Iklpinir the Sheriff; .or, Arietta and the ExpresR Thi eves.
No. 3R. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.1253· ' 1 and the Phantom Canoe; or, Solving a Strange
A wonderful book. containing useful and practical Inforl\Iy8tery.
mation in the treatment of ordinary diseases and ail1254 " Square Deal; or Arietta and the Rustler's
ments commo n to every family. Abounding in useful
Daughter.
and effective recipes for general complaints.
.No. 40. BOW T() l\lAKE AND SET TRAPS.-IncludJ.255 ·• Stopping a "Ghost Dance;" or, The Charge of
ing hints on bow to catch moles, weasels, otters, rats,
the Gall ant 6th.
1256 " and the Marl Miner ; or, Arietta and the Secret
rn~!t;:t~cf.nd birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
of the Cliffs.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END i\mN'S
1257 " and "Gold Dust Bill;" or, The Man With the
JOKE BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest
Ye ll ow Streak.
u sed by the most f a mous end men . No amateur
jokes
1258 " an(\ tlie Death Brand; or, Arietta's Great Risk.
minstreis · is complete without this wonderful little book.
1259 " Pawn ee Pursuit; or, the ,vhite Flower of th~
Redskins.
For sale by all ncws,lealers, or wlll be sent to any
For sale by~ll newsdealers, or will be sent to any
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
fl.ddress on recel'[)t of price, Sc. ver copy, in money or
in money or stamps, by
1212 Young

postai:-e stamps .
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